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PROPERTY DESCRIPTION
Total property Acres: Timberland Property 3591 acres
Total plan acreage: 3591

Total forested acreage: approx. 3406

Legal Description: Approximate Plan Area
W½W½ section 30, Township 25N, Range 46E.
Parts NE¼, parts NE¼, NW¼, parts SE¼NW¼, parts S½ section 25, and parts S½NE¼SE¼,
SE½SE¼SE¼ section 26, and section 36, and E½E½ section 35, Township 25N, Range 45E.
Lots 2 and 3 section 6, Township 24N, Range 46E.
Section 1, NE¼, SE¼NW¼, N½SE¼ section 2, W½W½ section 7, section 12, Township 24N, Range
45E.
Latitude: 47.609994° N Longitude: 117.063371° W
Watersheds: Liberty Creek-Spokane River, Saltese Creek, Lake Creek
Spokane County, Washington
Fire Protection District:




Regional Park and Cedar Grove Conservation Area- Washington Department of Natural
Resources (WDNR).
S½NE¼SE¼, SE½SE¼SE¼ section 26 T25N, R45E- Spokane Valley Fire
Liberty Lake Conservation Area- Fire District 8

Resident of the land:

Absentee owner:

NA

Driving Directions
Access to the Liberty Lake Regional Park can be accomplished from the Liberty Lake Park
administrative site and day use area/campground. Starting in downtown Liberty lake at the intersection
of E. Appleway Ave and N. Liberty Lake Rd, travel south on N. Liberty Lake Road, 1.1 miles then turn
left onto E. Sprague Ave., continue 1.1 miles to where road veers right onto S Neyland Dr. , travel 0.6
miles then veer to the left onto E. Neyland Rd. and travel approximately 0.2 miles to S Lakeside Rd.
turn right and travel 0.7 miles to S. Zephyr Rd. S. Zephyr Rd. will lead into the Liberty Lake Regional
Park administrative site and day use area/campground and parking areas that provide access to the
park and trail system.

PROPERTY OVERVIEW
Liberty Lake Regional Park provides 3,591 acres of wetlands, lakeshore, montane forest, irrigated lawn
areas ORV Park and more. The park provides a designated swimming beach, play equipment,
shelters, a BBQ area, campground, and miles of backcountry trail, including the popular 8.3-mile liberty
lake Loop Trail.
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LOCATION MAP
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PROPERTY MAP
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GOALS AND OBJECTIVES
The goals of a Forest Management Plan (FMP) are to:






Identify a set of realistic landowner management objectives.
Assess the biological and ecological conditions of the forest resources.
Design and implement a program to achieve the management objectives.
Prescribe a series of silvicultural activities designed to meet specific stand treatment
objectives.

Silviculture is defined as the practice of controlling the establishment, growth, composition, health, and
quality of forests to meet the diverse needs and values of landowners and society on a sustainable
basis. Typically, the long-term goal of forest management is to develop and maintain a well-balanced
and healthy forest ecosystem while meeting the landowner’s specific objectives for the property. A
Forest Management Plan serves as the basis for developing stand treatments that consider not only the
timber resource but also wildlife habitat, soils, noxious weeds, sensitive species and cultural factors.
This plan will provide the landowner with guidelines on the timing of treatments as well as alternative
management techniques. Although this plan identifies recommended treatments, the recommendations
are flexible. Changing needs, markets, environmental conditions or regulatory laws may require
alterations of the schedules or treatments.
To accomplish the objectives outlined in the following pages, both passive and active forest
management treatments are projected over the next two decades. Active Management provides
opportunities for multi-use objectives that focus on long-term sustainable timber management and
includes timber harvesting. Passive Management provides the same opportunities with a greater
emphasis on maintenance and preservation of current condition without timber harvesting being
prescribed for the projected management period.
The Liberty Lake Regional Park Timberlands property is approximately 3591 acres and is comprised of
both forest, riparian and meadow land. The forested portion of the property was evaluated for this
Forest Management Plan. The property has a wide range of natural resources, which include forest,
soil, water, and wildlife, as well as aesthetic and recreational resources. Enhancement and alteration of
one resource can and often does affect the other resources in some way.
Liberty Lake Regional Park owners identified several primary management goals for the property.
These goals and management objectives have been identified as:


Reduce wildfire risk and make the forest more resilient to forest fires



Improve Forest Health by identifying and prescribing solutions to address forest health
issues.



Protect natural resources including water quality, soils, and the forest.



Improve wildlife habitat by considering and implementing habitat improvement when
conducting forest management projects.
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Protect, improve and maintain the recreational experience and opportunity by limiting
impacts from forest management projects.



Educate the community about the Liberty Lake/Mika Peak Forest when implementing forest
management projects



Implement Forest Management Recommendations in planned phases that can be carried
out by Spokane County staff or contractors within the County’s financial means.

When conducting any forest management activity, “Best Management Practices” (BMPs) will be used to
ensure improved wildlife habitat and maintain ecological function. BMPs are designated by Washington
Department of Natural Resources (WDNR) and are practices found to be the most effective and
practicable means of preventing or reducing nonpoint source pollution from forest activities. Ownership
goals are given primary consideration during the development of recommended forest management
actions. For the purposes of this FMP, recommendations are based on a 20-year planning horizon. In
some cases, a longer planning horizon may be suggested in order to achieve certain goals. Specific
stand recommendations are designed to be realistic and achievable for the landowner based upon the
physical limitations of the site (topography, soils, elevation, access, and aspect), financial
considerations and biological constraints. It may not be possible to achieve every goal on every acre,
but stand recommendations will identify where significant potential exists to achieve one or more of the
management goals.

FOREST MANAGEMENT
Forest Management is providing a forest the proper care so that it remains healthy and vigorous and
provides the products and the amenities the landowner desires. Forest management activities must
comply with relevant federal, state and local laws regulations and ordinances. Landowners need to be
aware of the Washington State Forest Practices Rules. Notification and compliance procedures are
necessary when a landowner elects to undertake a forest practice on their property. Administration of
forestry permitting is conducted in this region by Northeast Regional Office, located in Colville,
Washington. Questions can be directed to the WADNR office or by contacting a local forestry
consultant.

MANAGEMENT UNIT DESCRIPTION
The Liberty Lake Regional Park property was evaluated during October and November 2017 for this
Management Plan. The evaluation incorporated reconnaissance of the entire property by way of
walking. For management purposes, the forested portion of the Liberty Lake Regional Park property
has been divided into seventeen (17) management units or stands. Each stand was assessed
independently in the field through reconnaissance and timber cruise. Individual timber stands were
delineated from recent aerial and satellite imagery based on the field reconnaissance, continuity of
timber/vegetation cover, slope and aspect, soils type and timber density. Digital photographs were
collected that best represented the general nature and overall condition or special features of each
Northwest Management, Inc.
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stand. Overall characteristics, condition and silvicultural recommendations for each stand can be found
starting on page 12 in the section Titled Individual Stand Descriptions. Following the stand description
pages are definitions of silvicultural treatments, timeline of proposed treatments and maps identifying
treatment areas within each stand.
General Vegetation and Timber Types
Cover vegetation on the property is conifer forest with areas of shrubland, natural grassland, and
riparian vegetation. The forest land is predominantly mature timber with a variable understory of
shrubs, grass, and rock. Conifer regeneration and sub-merchantable size trees are present throughout
the dense forest but are more common at the lower elevations and on exposed hillsides associated with
ponderosa pine and Douglas fir cover vegetation. There are several distinct Forest Habitat Types on
the property. Habitat types are a land classification based on the potential climax natural vegetation
that can be supported. The following table and map identify the various Forest Habitat Types found
within each stand on the property and the approximate acreage of each habitat type (Source: Custom
NRCS Soil Resource Report).

Habitat Type
Douglas-fir/ninebark
grand fir/ninebark
grand fir/queen cup bead lily
Non-Forest
ponderosa pine/common snowberry
ponderosa pine/ninebark
subalpine fir/queen cup bead lily
western hemlock/wild ginger
western red cedar/lady fern
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These habitat types are the surmised successional climax vegetation that would inhabit the various
sites given time and removal of outside influence. Left undisturbed, the makeup of plant communities
changes with time. Succession is the replacement of one plant community by another until ecological
stability is achieved. Each stage of succession is called a sere, and a seral species is one that is
replaced as succession occurs. The climax community is the relatively stable and concluding stage of
plant succession.
Conifer tree species present on the Liberty Lake Regional Park property include ponderosa pine,
Douglas-fir, western larch, grand fir, western red cedar, sub-alpine fir and western hemlock with a small
occurrence of Engelmann spruce near riparian areas. Douglas fir, western larch, grand fir and
ponderosa pine are present across the entire ownership in variable amounts depending on aspect,
elevation, and soil. Pure clusters of ponderosa pine are common on the drier aspects and open
exposed sites. Douglas fir is present where ever soil moisture is not limited due to aspect. Grand fir is
found on the northern aspects and cooler wet aspects and draw bottoms and is a common understory
regeneration tree. Western red cedar and western hemlock are found on the cool moist northerly
aspects and in the draws and along streams. Sub-alpine fir is found primarily at higher elevations and
on sites that maintain a cool moist climate due to limited exposure to direct sunlight.
Following is a map showing the individual stands identified on the property. Following the map is a
detailed description of each stand and management recommendations.
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Forest Stand Inventory and Evaluation
To determine an estimate of the timber volume on Liberty Lake Regional Park, a timber inventory or
cruise was performed. The timbered areas of the property were divided into stands based on
contiguous similarities in timber characteristics. A variable-radius cruise design was chosen as the
sampling procedure to use for estimating the timber volume in each stand. Cruise sample plots were
located on a systematic grid throughout the timber stands by pacing from reference points located on
the ground. A Spiegel Relaskop using an appropriate Basal Area Factor (BAF) was used to determine
merchantable sample trees on each plot. Merchantable trees are all trees containing at least one 12
foot log with a minimum small end diameter of 5.5 inches. Sample trees were measured or estimated
for diameter to the nearest inch, height to the nearest foot and defect to the nearest 10% by 1/3rd tree
segments. An estimate of stand regeneration and sub merchantable tree stocking was determined with
a 1/100th acre fixed area plot established at each cruise plot center. Data collected in the cruise was
compiled with a computerized cruise processing system to calculate the average volume per acre,
species composition, stocking, and log quality makeup of the stand. A Geographical Information
System (GIS) was used with digital maps and recent aerial photography to delineate stand boundaries
and calculate acres. The property boundaries used for this evaluation are based on parcel boundaries
delineated by the Spokane County assessor’s office. Mapped property boundaries, and therefore stand
boundaries may vary slightly from the actual location on the ground. The following table summarizes
the total net timber volume determined from the timber inventory performed on the property in
December 2017. Timber inventory information for each stand can be found in the individual stand
description sections that follow.
Liberty Lake Regional Park Timberland
Timber Inventory Summary (Conifer Species)
Total Net Volume by Stand and Species
Total Net Volumes (mbf)

Stand #
1
2
2-2
3
4
5
6
7
7-2
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
Total

Stand Alpine Douglas Grand Ponderosa
Acres
Fir
Fir
Fir
Pine
322
0
11
0
1,897
276
0
0
0
2,135
32
0
0
0
56
110
0
361
0
924
186
0
1,676
0
1,048
381
0
1,934
61
1,157
256
0
2,665
775
608
158
0
830
246
454
63
0
30
0
0
230
0
1,340 1,465
88
251
52
1,746 3,992
0
72
0
35
0
414
97
0
723
40
160
287
0
0
0
1,337
293
0
1,431 2,272
0
143
0
1,496
547
231
84
0
1,096
276
648
78
0
320
61
448
87
0
341
541
0
3,406
52 16,035 10,276
11,605

Western
Red
Western Western
Cedar Hemlock Larch Totals (mbf)
0
0
0
1,908
0
0
0
2,135
0
0
0
56
0
0
0
1,285
0
0
0
2,724
0
0
67
3,219
0
0
126
4,174
0
0
148
1,678
0
0
0
30
254
271
167
3,585
37
421
0
6,196
0
0
0
449
0
0
104
1,027
0
0
0
1,337
145
856
295
4,999
1,015
1,533
63
4,885
287
50
0
2,357
0
0
0
829
0
0
87
969
1,738
3,131
1,057
43,842
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Individual Stand Descriptions

UNIT NUMBER: STAND 1, LIBERTY LAKE ORV PARK

Area: 322 acres

Description of Management Unit
Stand 1 is located in the northeast corner of the Liberty Lake Regional Park and encompasses all of the
Liberty Lake - Off-Road Vehicle Park (ORV). Stand 1 lays on moderately steep rolling terrain with a
few benches and ravines on a mostly west-facing hillside. This stand is a high use area for off-road
recreational vehicles throughout most of the year. County roads border the stand on the north and
west and a multitude of trails crisscross the stand.
The stand is composed primarily of ponderosa pine with a minor amount of Douglas fir. Ponderosa
pine is present on all aspects and at all elevations as well as in sheltered areas and in ravines.
Douglas fir is found in trace amounts in ravines and draws and as regeneration mixed with pine in
sheltered areas. Quaking Aspen is present in patches scattered across the landscape, with some very
large patches located on the south end of the stand. The structure of the stand is uneven-aged,
composed primarily of pole and medium to small sized saw timber mixed with advanced regeneration.
Some areas will have widely scattered overstory with a very dense understory of advanced
regeneration while other areas are composed of only large trees with low shrubs or grass and needles
in the understory. Most of the areas with advanced regeneration are extremely overstocked with dense
patches of saplings containing upwards of 3000 trees per acre. Tree stocking across the entire stand
averages approximately 400 trees per acre.
Soils underlying Stand 1 are the Lenz-Spokane and Lenz-Rock outcrop complex types on the upper
slopes and benches on moderately sloping terrain, and Micapeak-Spokane complex on the steeper
terrain and prominent draws. Along the northern boundary the soil type transitions into the KramerhillUhlig-Skalan complex as the slopes become less steep and aspect changes to a more northeasterly
direction. These are fairly productive soils with potential forest productivity ratings for ponderosa pine
of 40-69 cu ft. /ac/yr., and Site Index rating of 80-91 ft. The forest habitat type of this stand is
predominantly Douglas fir/ninebark with small areas of Ponderosa pine/common snowberry and
ponderosa pine/ninebark (NRCS Soils Report). Following are representative pictures of Stand 1.
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Timber Characteristics
Liberty Lake Regional Park Stand 1
AverageTimber Characteristics
322 Acres
Stocking (T/Ac.)
433
Diameter (Inches)
10.1
Basal Area (sq ft/ac
93
Net Volume / Ac. (mbf)
5.93
Defect (%)
8.84
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Saw Log Volume Stand 1
Liberty Lake Regional Park, 322 acres
mbf = one thousand board feet
Gross
Net
mbf
Species
Net mbf
Defect mbf/Acre
Douglas fir
14
21.4%
0.033
11
Ponderosa pine
2,078
8.7%
5.898
1,897
Total
2,092
1,908
8.8%
5.931

Health
Generally, most of the stand is overstocked and imposes a forest health risk as well as a wildfire risk.
Overstocking or increased stand density reduces tree vigor, decreasing forest health, making the stand
less resistant to insect and disease impacts. The overly dense stocking of trees in the understory is
creating competition between trees for limited soil resources. Competition reduces growth and vigor on
all competing trees and creates stress that predisposes trees to attack by bark beetles which can
eventually lead to mortality. Stress-related mortality is common in the stand, visible as small patches of
standing dead trees with red needles, and areas of old mortality characterized by standing snags or
many dead trees laying on the ground. Stand density and forest health also affect fire risk. A fire in low
ground fuels is generally slow-moving depending on slope and wind. These low severity fires are cool
and less damaging to the lower trunk of large trees as it passes through an area. When a fire moves
through an area with widely spaced trees, the fire stays on the ground as a low-intensity burn, but when
it encounters an area of dense, closely spaced trees with low hanging branches and dead trees, it is
much more likely to leave the ground and become a more lethal, high severity crown fire. In stand 1,
grass and shrubs occupy the open areas of the stand, and grass mixed with a wide variety of ground
fuels are present in the forest understory. The dense patches of young trees, and areas where there
are many young trees mixed with grass and shrubs are ladder fuels. Ladder fuels increase wildfire risk
by creating a pathway for a low-risk ground fire to escalate into a high-risk crown fire that can destroy
vast areas of timber and rapidly escalate into an extremely hard to control wildfire.
Objectives and Desired Future Conditions
Management objective for Stand 1 is to reduce tree stocking and ladder fuels in the dense patches of
small and advanced conifer regeneration. This will reduce stress-related mortality from overstocking
and fire risk. The desired future condition is a multi-storied, multi-aged stand of ponderosa pine and
Douglas fir widely spaced and growing well with reduced risk from wildfire.
Recommended Practices
Maintaining this stand in a healthy, aesthetically pleasing condition while minimizing wildfire risk is very
important and necessary. Pre-commercial thinning is recommended throughout stand 1 in 1-5 years to
promote long-term forest health and reduce ladder fuels that increase wildfire spread and risk. Tall
brush and grass are present throughout the stand in the understory and in stand openings. Where this
understory vegetation comes in contact with small conifer trees and large trees with full crowns, crown
fire potential increases, especially on steep slopes. This type of vegetation structure is a common
understory component in stand 1. Pre-commercial thinning trees that are sapling size and smaller will
help reduce fire spread by reducing understory tree density, which will lessen the chance of a ground
fire becoming a crown fire.
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Thinning reduces stocking which also benefits the stand by increasing tree vigor. Better tree vigor
promotes good forest health by reducing stress brought on by competition for limited soil resources.
The dense patches of saplings should be pre-commercially thinned by hand or mechanical mastication
where feasible to a spacing of 12-15 feet, retaining trees that have good form and crowns. After
thinning the residual trees should be pruned to reduce ladder fuels. Pruning should maintain a
minimum crown ratio of 40% on all trees and raise the lower branches of taller trees 6-8 feet off the
ground. Slash produced from the thinning and pruning should be chipped or piled by hand and burned
during the wet season or covered and burned in the winter. In areas with larger trees mixed with the
regeneration, removing as many small trees as possible from the drip line and root zone of the larger
trees will help ensure the long-term viability of the larger trees. Following treatment, this stand should
be left to grow and monitored with the expectation of reentering the stand in the future to conduct a
commercial thinning of the overstory in order to maintain stocking density of the larger trees and
provide periodic income to the county.
Stand 1 is highly utilized by the public for off-road vehicle use and other recreation. Chances of a
human-caused fire in this stand are high due to the nature of the activity conducted here. Precommercial thinning and pruning along with variable thinning around the larger trees will promote good
forest health and a fire safe environment that reduces the chance of a fire start escalating into a
devastating crown fire. To further improve fire safety in the ORV Park, fuel breaks should be developed
adjacent to private land and the county roads to prevent or minimize fire moving on or off the property,
should a fire develop in the area. A fuel break is a wide swathe of total or near total reduction of all
woody materials that can carry a fire, primarily ground and ladder fuels. Shaded fuel breaks are a type
of fuel break where large trees that have high crowns are retained in the fuel break area. The large
trees are scattered throughout the fuel break area providing shade that reduces dryness of understory
fuels and maintains the forested appearance. Shaded fuel breaks are usually accomplished through
selective commercial harvest, thinning and pruning, and/or mastication with mechanical chipping
equipment.
No Action Alternative
Without treatment, this stand will continue to exhibit forest health issues. Dense overstocked areas will
exhibit mortality from stress caused by competition for limited soil resources. During very dry years
mortality may become widespread. Long-term outcome with no treatment will be a reduction in tree
vigor and growth and increasing wildfire risk which will affect the merchantable as well as the nonmerchantable timber resource and aesthetic quality of the area.

UNIT NUMBER: STAND 2

Area: 276 acres

Description of Management Unit
Stand 2 is located on the north end of the County Park property. The stand lays on gentle to moderately
steep, rolling terrain with a westerly aspect. This is a very large stand with a very diverse arrangement
of forest cover vegetation. The stand is composed of dense patches of timber on areas with deep soils
Northwest Management, Inc.
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and in sheltered areas rapidly changing to open areas sparsely covered with timber on shallow rocky
soils. Vegetation in the open areas is predominantly grass and shrubs with widely scattered small size
conifer trees and conifer regeneration. In sheltered areas and where soils are deep, the timber is larger
and becomes continuous and more densely stocked. This is a multi-aged, multi-storied stand with a
wide distribution of stocking levels depending on terrain, soils, and exposure. The species composition
of the stand is predominantly ponderosa pine on the dry sites, and rocky soils changing to ponderosa
pine with a small mix of Douglas fir in the draws and sheltered areas. Grand fir is scattered along the
western stand boundary next to Liberty Creek as well as sheltered areas and draws. Very large highquality old-growth ponderosa pine (yellow pine) are scattered throughout the stand. Most of these trees
are healthy, growing well with very little defect. Maintaining the health and current condition of these
trees requires minimizing competition for limited soil resources between trees.
Conifer regeneration is variable in the stand. Ponderosa pine and Douglas fir regeneration are present
in patches on the upper slopes, and grand fir/Douglas fir regeneration is common and fairly continuous
along the shaded bottom land adjacent to Liberty Creek. Advanced regeneration is mixed with
merchantable timber throughout most of this area and is very thick in some places. A small area on the
south end of the stand adjacent to Liberty Creek was pre-commercially thinned many years ago. Most
of the cut trees close to the main trail were removed while cut trees further away from the trail were
lopped and scattered in place. Since that thinning, shrubs and grass along with scattered Douglas fir
and grand fir regeneration has partially reoccupied the thinning area. The thinning has improved the
health of the leave trees in the area by reducing stress caused by between tree competition for limited
soil resources. A short-term drawback, however, is that the thinning materials (slash) along with the
increased growth in grass and shrubs have temporarily increased the ground fuels and ground fire
potential in this area. Pre-commercial thinning in the future should incorporate reduction of the thinning
materials through burning, chipping or mastication.
Located in the east-central portion of stand 2 is a large area of shrubland assumed to be the result of a
past fire, or due to the underlying soil conditions limiting tree production (stand 2-2). The brush in this
area is medium to tall in height with areas very dense and fairly impenetrable. Brush species include
ceanothus, serviceberry, hawthorn, ninebark, ocean spray, and elderberry. Scattered throughout the
shrub land are good quality ponderosa pine saplings and small pole-size trees with full crowns.
Commercial timber stocking in the shrubland is approximately 10-20 merchantable trees per acre with
an estimated net volume of 1.7 mbf/acre.
The primary soil type in Stand 2 is the Micapeak-Spokane complex. This soil type is ubiquitous
throughout the stand except for a few small areas of Boulder Creek ashy silt loam in the bottomland
along Liberty Creek and exposed areas of the Lenz-Rock outcrop soils and an area of SpokaneSwankane soils. These are generally low productive soils with potential forest productivity ratings for
ponderosa pine of 40-48 cu ft. /ac/yr., except for the Spokane-Swankane soils which have a
productivity rating of 85. Site Index rating for the soils in stand 2 ranges from 81-91 ft. The forest
habitat type of this stand is predominantly Douglas fir/ninebark with small areas of Ponderosa
pine/common snowberry, and western red cedar/lady fern (NRCS Soils Report). Following are
representative pictures of Stand 2.
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Timber Characteristics
Liberty Lake Regional Park Stand 2
AverageTimber Characteristics
276 Acres
Stocking (T/Ac.)
307
Diameter (Inches)
14.6
Basal Area (sq ft/ac)
74
Net Volume / Ac. (mbf)
7.74
Defect (%)
8.60
Saw Log Volume Stand 2
Liberty Lake Regional Park, 276 acres
mbf = one thousand board feet
Gross
Net
mbf
Species
Net mbf
Defect mbf/Acre
Ponderosa pine
2,326
8.6%
7.740
2,125
Total
2,326
2,125
8.6%
7.740

Health
Minor amounts of dwarf mistletoe were observed in the stand and small patches of root rot are common
along the lower slope adjacent to Liberty Creek. In addition to this, small clusters of ponderosa pine
mortality caused by pine beetle are common throughout the stand. Most of the beetle mortality is
associated with overcrowding and stress brought on by recent dry climate conditions. A significant
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number of dead and dying pine trees are present along the Liberty Lake shoreline near the
campground. This area of mortality is most likely associated with high water conditions restricting air
exchange in the root zone, stressing the trees and inviting attack by bark beetles.
Objectives and Desired Future Conditions
Liberty Lake day use area, parking area, and campgrounds are adjacent to Stand 2. Maintaining stand
2 in a healthy, aesthetically pleasing condition while minimizing wildfire risk is very important and
necessary. Variable density thinning, sanitation and pre-commercial thinning are recommended
throughout stand 2 to promote long-term forest health and reduce wildfire spread potential, especially in
proximity to the campground, administrative sites, and day use areas. Tall brush and brush mixed with
grass are present throughout the stand. Where this understory vegetation comes in contact with small
trees and large trees with full crowns, crown fire potential increases, especially on steep slopes. This
vegetation structure is common in this stand, especially in the draws and lower elevations next to
Liberty Creek. Pre-commercial thinning trees that are sapling size and smaller will help reduce the fire
spread potential by reducing understory tree density which will lessen the chance of a ground fire
becoming a crown fire. Variable density thinning provides an opportunity to reduce stocking of the
merchantable size timber to maintain good forest health by reducing stress brought on by competition
for limited soil resources. Minimizing dwarf mistletoe infestations requires removal of infected trees and
removal of susceptible trees close to infected trees. No treatment is recommended in the large area of
shrubland (stand 2-2). The shrub field is good wildlife cover and should be left and managed for
wildlife. The desired future condition is a mixed age stand of predominantly ponderosa pine with widely
spaced large trees that are resilient to impact from drought, mistletoe, and low-intensity fires.
Recommended Practices
Within the next 2-5 years, the dense patches of saplings along the lower slopes adjacent to Liberty
Creek and around the campground, roads and public areas should be pre-commercially thinned by
hand or by mechanical mastication to a spacing of 12-15 feet, retaining trees that have good form and
crowns. After thinning the residual trees should be pruned to reduce ladder fuels. Pruning should
maintain a minimum crown ratio of 40% on all trees and raise the lower branches of taller trees 6-8 feet
off the ground. Slash produced from the thinning and pruning should be chipped or piled by hand and
burned during the wet season or covered and burned in the winter. In areas of merchantable timber,
variable density thinning focuses on removing small trees in proximity to the larger trees to provide
better growing conditions for the larger trees. In areas of very large old growth timber removing as
many small trees as possible from the drip line and root zone of the larger trees will help ensure the
long-term viability of the giant old growth timber. This stand is highly utilized by the public for hiking,
biking, and horseback riding. Chances for a human-caused fire is higher here than in any other area of
the park. Pre-commercial thinning and pruning along with tree removal around the larger trees will
create a fire safe environment that minimizes the chance of an escaped fire accelerating into the tree
canopy and creating a crown fire. Sanitation of trees showing a visible sign of dwarf mistletoe is
necessary to minimize the spread of the parasite, especially in areas with young timber in the
understory. Where young trees are present adjacent to mistletoe infested trees, remove trees of the
same species as the infected tree within a distance of 30 feet. Timber management in this area should
focus on maintaining and preserving ponderosa pine whenever possible with secondary preservation of
Douglas fir and exclusion of grand fir.
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No Action Alternative
Without treatment, this stand will continue to exhibit forest health issues from overstocking, mistletoe
will continue to spread to adjacent trees and the large old growth timber could become stressed and
possibly die from overcrowding. Long-term outcome with no treatment will be a reduction in tree vigor
and growth and increasing wildfire risk which will affect the merchantable as well as the nonmerchantable timber resource and aesthetic quality of the area.

UNIT NUMBER: STAND 3

Area: 110 acres

Description of Management Unit
Stand 3 is located in the northwest corner of the Liberty Lake Regional Park and is visible from the day
use area, campground and trailhead parking area. The stand lays on steep broken terrain with a
northeast aspect. This stand is bordered on the east side by the Liberty Lake wetland and main hiking
trail, and on the west side by developed private land and the Liberty Lake Conservation Area. The
physical nature of the stand is dry rocky exposures and ridges with cool moist draws and gentle
bottomland. The dry exposed ridges are covered with widely scattered ponderosa pine saw timber and
old relic trees with dense patches of pine regeneration as well as open areas of grass, rock, and
shrubs. The cool moist draws and sheltered areas of the stand contain good quality Douglas fir and
ponderosa pine with a small amount of grand fir and western larch. Tree stocking is dense and uniform
in the sheltered areas along the hillside and is composed primarily of medium to large size saw timber
with a fairly open understory of low shrubs and very little conifer regeneration. Near the bottom of the
slope, next to the lake shoreline, the terrain is less steep and regeneration becomes more prevalent
and is mixed with tall shrubs and a wide variety of hardwood trees and grass. Along the shoreline and
in the coves are groves of aspen and patches of very large ponderosa pine and Douglas fir trees.
Soils underlying Stand 3 are the Kellerbutte-Brevco complex, Kramerhill-Spokane complex, Kruse ashy
silt loam, Spokane-rock outcrop complex and Spokane-Kramerhill complex. These are fairly productive
soils with potential forest productivity ratings for ponderosa pine of 69-85 cu ft. /ac/yr., and Site Index
rating of 80-106 ft. depending on soil type. The forest habitat type of this stand is predominantly grand
fir/ninebark with areas of Ponderosa pine/common snowberry on the ridges and hard east facing slopes
(NRCS Soils Report). Following are representative pictures of Stand 3.
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Timber Characteristics
Liberty Lake Regional Park Stand 3
AverageTimber Characteristics
110 Acres
Stocking (T/Ac.)
327
Diameter (Inches)
12.7
Basal Area (sq ft/ac)
112
Net Volume / Ac. (mbf)
11.72
Defect (%)
9.00
Saw Log Volume, Stand 3
Liberty Lake Regional Park, 110 acres
mbf = one thousand board feet
Gross
Net
mbf
Species
Net mbf
Defect mbf/Acre
Douglas fir
401
9.0%
3.333
365
Ponderosa pine
1,011
9.0%
8.383
920
Total
1,412
1,285
9.0%
11.716

Health
Overall the health of the stand is good, however overstocking is a concern in some areas and insect
damage is present in a few small patches of trees. The overstory timber within the sheltered portion of
the stand is growing well and in good condition with little defect or sign of insect or disease. These
areas should be left to grow and monitored periodically for declining health or weather damage. Dense
patches of regeneration are present on some of the dry exposed ridges and areas along the lower
slopes next to Liberty Lake. Overstocking reduces growth on affected trees and increases stress due
to increasing competition for limited soil and water resources. Stressed trees usually attract bark
beetles to the stand, increasing the chance of tree mortality. In addition to this, areas of dense
regeneration have a higher risk of developing a crown fire that can easily escalate into a wildfire
situation. Also noted in the stand are minor scattered occurrences of Douglas fir Tussock moth
defoliation killing tops in a few Douglas fir trees, but the problem does not seem to be widespread.
Objectives and Desired Future Conditions
Management objective for Stand 3 is to reduce tree stocking and ladder fuels in the dense patches of
advanced conifer regeneration found on the ridge tops and the lower elevations along Liberty Lake.
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Reducing stocking will improve tree vigor and reduce stress-related mortality while also reducing fire
risk. The stand lays adjacent to private developed land. Fuels reduction and fire breaks along
boundary lines should be developed to help impede wildfires from moving on or off the County property.
In the long term, commercial thinning should be conducted to maintain overstory vigor and reduce
defective and high-risk trees and control species composition. The desired future condition is a multistoried, multi-aged stand of ponderosa pine and Douglas fir widely spaced and growing well with
reduced risk from wildfire.
Recommended Practices
Pre-commercial thinning is needed in the areas of dense regeneration along the lakeshore and on the
dry exposed ridges in the next 1-3 years, to improve tree vigor, lower stocking and reduce the fire
spread potential. The dense patches of saplings should be thinned to a spacing of 12-15 feet, retaining
trees that have good form and crowns. After thinning the residual trees should be pruned to reduce
ladder fuels. Slash produced from the thinning and pruning should be chipped or piled by hand and
burned during the wet season or covered and burned in the winter. A commercial thinning should be
performed in 15-25 years to remove competing and suppressed trees in favor of leaving the larger
dominant pine and Douglas fir with the objective of maintaining and growing large trees on the site to
preserve and maintain the visual quality of the forest surrounding Liberty Lake. To maintain and
preserve the large relic trees along the lakeshore the growing space around each tree should be
managed to provide optimal growing conditions for the large trees. Small trees surrounding the large
ponderosa pine should be thinned slowly over time to create more open space around the large trees
and reduce competition for limited soil resources and growing space. To further improve fire safety in
the park, and surrounding area, fuel breaks should be developed along the western and northern stand
boundary to prevent or minimize fire moving on or off the property. A fuel break is a total or near total
reduction of woody materials that can carry a fire, primarily ground and ladder fuels. Shaded fuel
breaks are a type of fuel break where large overstory timber that has high crowns are left in the fuel
break area. The large trees are scattered throughout the fuel break providing shade that reduces
dryness of understory fuels and maintains the aesthetic forested appearance. Shaded fuel breaks are
usually accomplished through selective harvest, thinning and pruning, and/or mastication with
mechanical chipping equipment.
No Action Alternative
Without treatment, the dense patches of regeneration on ridges and along the lakeshore will continue to
grow and compete for limited soil resources with a reduction in tree vigor and growth. As competition
continues, eventually trees will be out-competed and create pockets of mortality from bark beetles.
Bark beetles can spread into larger more valuable trees and adjoining ownerships under severe
conditions, increasing fuel loads and overall wildfire risk in the area. Fire occurring on or off the
property would spread unimpeded without fuel breaks having potentially devastating results. Reduced
forest health and a wildfire will impact the aesthetic quality of the area.
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UNIT NUMBER: STAND 4

Area: 186 acres

Description of Management Unit
Stand 4 is located in the center of the Liberty Lake Regional Park and is visible from Liberty Lake and
the surrounding area. The stand’s terrain is a continuous north-facing hillside with moderately steep to
steep slopes broken up by small draws and shallow benches along ridge lines. Nearly all of stand 4 is
visible from the Liberty Lake campground and day use area. The stand is composed primarily of
Douglas fir with variable amounts of ponderosa pine throughout most of the stand. Ponderosa pine is
more common on the dry aspects and exposed slopes and ridge tops, and Douglas fir mixed with
scattered grand fir is common in the draws and sheltered areas. Small quantities of western larch are
also present randomly spread throughout the stand. The timber is primarily mature overstory trees
mixed in places with co-dominant and suppressed trees. The timber canopy is high above the ground
in most places, with few low hanging branches or ladder fuels except in opening and in association with
pockets of regeneration. Scattered through the stand are very large, old relic trees. On the dry sites
and along the lakeshore area conifer regeneration is more common in the understory, mixed with tall
shrubs and hardwoods, but in general, the understory of the stand is mostly shrubs of variable height
and density depending on density of the overstory and amount of light reaching the forest floor.
Soils underlying Stand 4 are the Boulder creek ashy silt loam, Kruse ashy silt loam, and QuinnamoseMica peak complex. These are very productive soils with potential forest productivity ratings for
Douglas fir of 73-104 cu ft. /ac/yr., and Site Index rating of 69-80 ft. depending on soil type. The forest
habitat type of this stand is grand fir/ninebark at the lower elevations, changing to western hemlock/wild
ginger at the higher elevations (NRCS Soils Report). Following are representative pictures of Stand 4.
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Timber Characteristics
Liberty Lake Regional Park Stand 4
AverageTimber Characteristics
186 Acres
Stocking (T/Ac.)
297
Diameter (Inches)
14.6
Basal Area (sq ft/ac)
122
Net Volume / Ac. (mbf)
14.64
Defect (%)
8.90
Saw Log Volume, Stand 4
Liberty Lake Regional Park, 186 acres
mbf = one thousand board feet
Gross
Net
mbf
Species
Net mbf
Defect mbf/Acre
Douglas fir
1,833
8.6%
9.008
1,676
Ponderosa pine
1,156
9.3%
5.631
1,048
Total
2,989
2,724
8.9%
14.639
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Health
Overall the health of the stand is good. Areas along the lower slopes next to Liberty Lake are
overstocked with small conifer saplings. The stress of overstocking has predisposed small patches of
ponderosa pine timber to bark beetle attack and mortality. The area along the lakeshore and trail
should be thinned to improve growth and minimize stress. Dwarf mistletoe is present in small quantities
throughout the stand and is primarily restricted to a few very large and very old Douglas fir and
ponderosa pine trees with no visible spread of the parasite to the younger trees.
Objectives and Desired Future Conditions
Management objective for Stand 4 is to perform a pre-commercial thinning on the young understory
timber along the lower elevations next to the hiking trail and Liberty Lake to reduce stress from
overstocking and prevent mortality from bark beetles. In addition to this mistletoe infested trees should
be cut down to prevent the spread of the parasite where ever possible. Pre-commercial thinning is
needed to lower stocking of the understory and control species composition. The stand currently has a
good distribution of down and dead woody debris, good components for attracting and maintaining a
diverse mix of wildlife species. The desired future condition is a well-stocked stand of seral trees
growing well with the opportunity to conduct selective harvests periodically in the future. Following this
treatments, the stand should be left to grow and monitored. In 20-30 years a commercial thinning
should be performed to open the stand to improve vigor on selected leave trees and open areas of the
stand to allow natural regeneration for the second generation of forest growth. All of stand 4 is visible
from the Liberty Lake campground and day use area, any major timber harvesting will impact the
aesthetics of the stand and should be performed selectively.
Recommended Practices
The lower elevations of the stand should be pre-commercially thinned in the next 1-3 years. Trees
should be thinned to a 12-15’ spacing striving to leave the best quality tree that shows good form, and
crown. Species to leave should favor seral species whenever possible (ponderosa pine, western larch,
Douglas fir). Sanitation of trees showing a visible sign of dwarf mistletoe should be performed to
minimize the spread of the parasite, especially in areas with young timber in the understory. Where
young trees are present adjacent to mistletoe infested trees, remove trees of the same species as the
infected tree within a distance of 30 feet.
No Action Alternative
Without treatment, the dense patches of regeneration along the lower elevations will continue to grow
and compete for limited soil resources with a reduction in tree vigor and growth. Pockets of mortality
from bark beetles will continue to develop and may become severe during drought years. Bark beetles
can spread into larger more valuable trees under severe outbreaks, increasing fuel loads and overall
wildfire risk in the area. Reduced forest health and a wildfire will impact the aesthetic quality of the
area.
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UNIT NUMBER: STAND 5

Area: 381 acres

Description of Management Unit
Stand 5 lays on steep continuous slopes with a few benches and shallow ravines. The stands aspect is
generally northeasterly, changing to more east facing toward the upper elevation of the stand, then
leveling off to the west onto a ridge top with gentle terrain. Portions of stand 5 are visible from the
Liberty Lake campground and day use area. The timber across the stand is a mosaic of dense patches
of even-aged trees that are medium to large size. Surrounding these dense patches are large open
areas with rocky soils covered with scattered mixed age timber over brush and grass. The dense
patches of timber are dominated by Douglas fir with scattered good quality ponderosa pine and western
larch. Small amounts of grand fir are present in the stand as isolated large trees and scattered
regeneration depending on soil moisture, shade, and aspect. In the open areas and on ridge lines and
areas with rocky soil the timber is predominantly mixed age ponderosa pine with small amounts of
Douglas fir. In these areas, the timber is widely scattered with a variable understory consisting of
dense patches of pine regeneration mixed with grass and shrubs or broad expanses dominated by low
shrubs and grass. Generally, the timber has a high canopy level with low shrubs and grass resulting in
low ladder fuel potential and therefore low wildfire risk. Root Rot is common in patches along the
lower elevation of the stand next to Liberty Creek and appears to be less prevalent at the upper
elevations.
Soils underlying Stand 5 are the Boulder Creek-Rocky outcrop, Boulder creek ashy silt loam,
Brevco-Ardtoo complex and Quinnamose-Mica peak complex. These are moderately productive soils
with potential forest productivity ratings for Douglas fir of 32-104 cu ft. /ac/yr., and Site Index rating of
46-80 ft. depending on soil type. The forest habitat type of this stand is predominantly grand
fir/ninebark at the lower elevations, changing to western hemlock/wild ginger at the higher elevations
with a small area of grand fir/queen cup beadlily at the lower elevations along Liberty Creek (NRCS
Soils Report). Following are representative pictures of Stand 5.
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Timber Characteristics
Liberty Lake Regional Park Stand 5
AverageTimber Characteristics
381 Acres
Stocking (T/Ac.)
210
Diameter (Inches)
13.4
Basal Area (sq ft/ac)
85
Net Volume / Ac. (mbf)
8.46
Defect (%)
9.50
Saw Log Volume, Stand 5
Liberty Lake Regional Park, 381 acres
mbf = one thousand board feet
Gross
Net
mbf
Net mbf
Species
Defect mbf/Acre
Douglas fir
2,136
8.5%
5.138
1,955
Grand fir
55
25.5%
0.107
41
Ponderosa pine
1,286
10.0%
3.040
1,157
Western larch
80
16.3%
0.176
67
Total
3,557
3,220
9.5%
8.461
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Health
The overall health of stand 5 is very good. The densely stocked patches of timber are healthy and
appear to be growing well with very little sign of stress or insect problems. Root rot is common along
the lower elevations next to Liberty Creek and is less prevalent at higher elevations. Many of the root
rot pockets are occupied by tall brush with variable amounts of conifer regeneration as well as
significant amounts of dead and dying grand fir and Douglas fir. Surrounding the root rot pockets in
many areas are ponderosa pine and western larch that may naturally reseed the infected area over
time.
Objectives and Desired Future Conditions
There currently are no major issues that would require immediate attention in stand 5. Root rot is the
biggest concern, and it is not a widespread problem. This area of the Park is highly utilized for
recreation with several trails used for hiking and mountain biking passing through this stand. The stand
currently has a good distribution of down and dead woody debris, as well as areas of cover balanced
with large openings that provide winter range and browse, all good components for attracting and
maintaining a diverse mix of wildlife species. The objective is to maintain the stand in its current
condition while treating the areas of root rot. Entering the stand to perform a timber harvest to manage
the small areas that have a forest health issue would unduly impact aesthetics and recreational access.
Preferred management of the stand is to monitoring the stand and if desired treat by hand the areas of
root rot. The desired future condition is the current stand structure and condition with root rot areas held
in check by the introduction of resistant conifer tree species.
Recommended Practices
Management of the stand would include harvest of Douglas fir and grand fir in and around the more
highly visible root rot pockets and promotion of regeneration of ponderosa pine and western larch in
those areas by leaving seed trees or by reforestation. This can be done by hand with small crews
performing sanitation cutting where no economic return for the few harvested trees is expected. This
avoids the need to build haul road into the cutting areas for log removal. The susceptible cut trees can
be felled and left on site. Brush control/site preparation will be necessary for the treated area to ensure
successful regeneration.
No Action Alternative
Without treatment, the stand would maintain its current condition and structure for many decades. The
small areas of root rot would continue to spread, causing mortality in susceptible tree species slowly
over time. Brush and susceptible species would continue to grow and occupy the area. There is a
good mix of root rot resistant conifer species in proximity to the infected areas that may slowly
regenerate the infected areas at low stocking levels. The impact of leaving the stand without treatment
would be minimal in the short term with no impact on the aesthetic quality of the area.
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UNIT NUMBER: STAND 6

Area: 256 acres

Description of Management Unit
Stand 6 is located in the center of the Regional Park property and lays on moderately steep terrain with
a north by northeasterly aspect. Portions of this stand are visible from the Liberty Lake campground
and day use area. The stand is densely stocked with young medium to small size saw timber on the
easterly aspects, changing to much larger and older timber in the draws, depressions, and northerly
aspects. The understory in stand 6 is composed of moderate to heavy accumulations of down and
dead woody material created from suppressed trees and hardwoods that died over time through
succession as the canopy closed. Species composition of the stand is predominantly Douglas fir,
western larch and grand fir on the hillsides, transitioning to a mix heavier to western red cedar and
western hemlock in the draws and moist depressions. Ponderosa pine is less common in the stand
appearing mostly on the dry ridges and as isolated individual trees scattered along the hillsides.
Timber in the draws and depressions is much larger and taller than the timber on the hillsides. Most of
the stand is a single canopy structure of closely spaced good quality dominant and co-dominant trees
mixed with smaller lower vigor suppressed trees. Competition between trees for limited soil resources
is intense in the overstocked areas and can lead to stress and predisposition to insect attacks,
especially during drought years. Throughout the stand are numerous patches of dead, dying and
highly defective timber caused by root rot and dwarf mistletoe.
Soils underlying Stand 6 are the Boulder Creek-Rocky outcrop, Boulder creek ashy silt loam, and
Boulder Creek, dry-Kellerbutte complex. These are highly productive soils with potential forest
productivity ratings for Douglas fir of 103-104 cu ft. /ac/yr., and Site Index rating of 69-80 ft. depending
on soil type. The forest habitat type of this stand is grand fir/queen cup beadlily on the east aspects
and hemlock/wild ginger at the lower elevations and northern aspects (NRCS Soils Report). Following
are representative pictures of Stand 6.
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Timber Characteristics
Liberty Lake Regional Park Stand 6
AverageTimber Characteristics
256 Acres
Stocking (T/Ac.)
295
Diameter (Inches)
11.5
Basal Area (sq ft/ac)
154
Net Volume / Ac. (mbf)
16.32
Defect (%)
11.00
Saw Log Volume, Stand 6
Liberty Lake Regional Park, 256 acres
mbf = one thousand board feet
Gross
Net
mbf
Species
Net mbf
Defect mbf/Acre
Douglas fir
2,929
9.0%
10.42
2,665
Grand fir
946
18.1%
3.03
775
Ponderosa pine
650
6.5%
2.38
608
Western larch
166
24.1%
0.49
126
Total
4,691
4,174
11.0%
16.32

Health
Stand 6 contains good quality, healthy timber in many areas, however, there are areas of the stand that
are declining in health. A high percentage of the timber is large and healthy and growing well, while
some areas of the stand are overstocked with smaller co-dominant trees, and there are significant
areas of timber impacted by root rot and dwarf mistletoe. Overstocking along with significant areas of
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root rot and mistletoe infestations indicate that the stand will eventually decline in health if not treated in
the near future.
Objectives and Desired Future Conditions
Management objective in stand 6 is to improve timber growing conditions through commercial thinning,
sanitation, salvage and reforestation. The desired future condition is a stand containing multiple
species of dominant and codominant trees, free of mistletoe and growing well in a less crowded
environment. Within the stand will be large groups of ponderosa pine and western larch dominating
root rot infested areas.
Recommended Practices
In the next 1-10 years, a commercial salvage should be performed in the root rot and mistletoe infected
areas, to remove the high-risk grand fir and Douglas fir in favor of leaving seral tree species (ponderosa
pine and western larch). On the densely stocked hillsides, a commercial thinning/small sawlog harvest
should be conducted to release and improve the vigor of the dominant and co-dominant trees. A
harvest focused on removal of smaller merchantable trees will promote growth on the larger timber at
the same time reduce completion that can lead to stress and mortality caused by a predisposition to
bark beetles and defoliator insects. After harvest and salvage of timber in the root rot areas, tree
planting may be necessary and should include planting root rot resistant species such as western larch,
ponderosa pine, and western white pine. If sufficient amounts of these resistant species are present
around the harvested root rot pocket as seed trees, site preparation and natural seeding can be
utilized. A harvest of this nature should maintain the current forest structure and not impact the visual
quality of the hillside, which is partially visible from the campground and day use area. Roads are
currently not developed into the stand. Remnants of old roads from past logging activity can still be
found in places. These roads could be reconstructed for use, however additional road construction will
be needed to access the entire stand for management.
No Action Alternative
Without treatment, the stand would progressively decline in health. Root rot would continue to spread,
causing additional mortality in susceptible tree species slowly over time. Brush and susceptible species
would re-occupy the root rot areas creating additional openings in the stand. The densely stocked
areas will begin showing more sign of mortality from bark beetles and defoliator insects, a natural selfthinning process. Increased mortality will increase the number of snags and down woody debris in the
stand, good components for increased wildlife habitat. Increased amounts of down woody debris, on
the other hand, will increase fuel loads and wildfire risk in the stand.

UNIT NUMBER: STAND 7

Area: 158 acres

Description of Management Unit
Located in the southwest portion of the Liberty Lake County Park, stand 7 lays on a steep west by
northwest facing hillside. The stand consists of a wide variety of cover vegetation. The north end of
the stand is dominated by small to medium size ponderosa pine and Douglas fir saw timber of good
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quality with little defect. Timber type changes along the eastern ridge line and mid-section to a Douglas
fir/western larch species mix. In the northwestern half of the stand is a large area of shrubland possibly
the result of an old burn or intensive logging that never regenerated property (stand 7-2). The brush in
this area is dense and impenetrable. Brush species include thimbleberry, ninebark, ocean spray,
serviceberry, spirea and snowberry with patches of tall aspen and water birch hardwood trees.
Scattered throughout the shrub land are good quality Douglas fir saplings and small pole-size trees with
full crowns. Timber stocking in the shrubland is approximately 4-6 merchantable trees per acre.
Towards the southern end of the stand, the cover vegetation changes from brush field to dense patches
of variable size timber ranging from young trees to mature timber with good size and volume. Species
composition in the dense timbered areas is primarily Douglas fir with scattered ponderosa pine, grand
fir, and western larch. Root Rot is present in the stand in isolated pockets as well as individual
occurrences of dwarf mistletoe in a few of the very old Douglas fir.
Soils underlying Stand 7 are the Boulder creek ashy silt loam, and Boulder Creek, dry-Kellerbutte
complex, Brevco-Ardtoo complex, Kellerbutte-Brevco complex and Lenz-Spokane complex. These are
variable productive soils with potential forest productivity ratings for Douglas fir of 32-104 cu ft. /ac/yr.,
and Site Index rating of 46-80 ft. depending on soil type. The forest habitat type of this stand is
primarily grand fir/queen cup beadlily, and grand fir/ninebark with a few areas on ridge tops that are
classified in the Douglas fir/ninebark series (NRCS Soils Report). Following are representative pictures
of Stand 7. The first set of pictures show the characteristics of the timberland portion of the stand and
the last set the shrubland portion (stand 7-2).
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Shrubland in stand 7 (Stand 7-2)

Timber Characteristics
Liberty Lake Regional Park Stand 7
AverageTimber Characteristics
158 Acres
Stocking (T/Ac.)
463
Diameter (Inches)
11.4
Basal Area (sq ft/ac)
140
Net Volume / Ac. (mbf)
10.60
Defect (%)
12.80
Saw Log Volume, Stand 7
Liberty Lake Regional Park, 158 acres
mbf = one thousand board feet
Species
Douglas fir
Grand fir
Ponderosa pine
Western larch
Total

Gross mbf Net mbf
953
830
289
246
517
454
165
148
1,924
1,678
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Defect mbf/Acre
12.9%
5.25
14.9%
1.55
12.2%
2.87
10.3%
0.93
12.8%
10.60
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Health
The general health of stand 7 is good. Many areas of the stand are stagnant and the trees have low
vigor due to overstocking. This condition is present in the large trees as well as small tree dominated
areas. There is visible sign of Douglas fir beetle and fir engraver beetle damage to many trees in small
localized areas. Dwarf mistletoe is present at low levels in many of the older Douglas fir and western
larch. It is not apparent but should be presumed that the regeneration surrounding these species is
also infected. Root rot is widespread throughout the stand in small and large pockets creating areas of
brush with considerable amounts of dead and dying timber
Objectives and Desired Future Conditions
Management objective for Stand 7 is to treat the stand for overstocking and mistletoe and manage the
areas of root rot so that they will grow root rot-resistant species. The desired future condition is a multispecies multi-aged stand of trees growing vigorously that is free of dwarf mistletoe and contains
patches of seral species growing in areas that were once impacted by root disease. No treatment is
recommended in the large brush field (stand 7-2) due to low stocking and costs involved with
converting the site to trees. The brush field is good wildlife cover and should be left and managed for
wildlife.
Recommended Practices
Commercial thinning followed by pre-commercial thinning is recommended within the next 5-15 years
across the entire stand to reduce stocking and salvage dead, dying and high-risk trees. Commercial
thinning should focus on removal of the poor quality and declining mature timber striving to leave the
superior Douglas fir, western larch, cedar and ponderosa pine at a wide spacing. In root rot areas favor
leaving good quality western larch and ponderosa pine where ever possible. In areas dominated by
smaller trees, overstory and selective tree removal will open and release the smaller trees allowing
them to grow better with less stress. Areas of advanced regeneration should be pre-commercially
thinned on a 12-16 ft. spacing, favoring seral trees (Douglas fir, ponderosa pine, western larch) as the
leave trees where ever possible. Stand 7 lays on the west side of a prominent ridge. Salvage and
commercial thinning will create some large openings in the stand that will take time to heal and fill in
with tree cover, creating a visual impact to the hillside. This stand is not visible from the Liberty Lake
campground or day use area. Access to the stand for harvesting is currently not developed and should
be planned based on the timing of management activities in adjoining stands.
No Action Alternative
Without treatment, the stand would maintain its current condition and structure for many decades with
progressively declining long-term health. Root rot would continue to spread, causing additional
mortality in susceptible tree species slowly over time. The densely stocked areas will begin showing
more sign of mortality from bark beetles and defoliator insects due to stress from competition for limited
soil nutrients. The impact of leaving the stand without treatment would be minimal in the short term
with minimal impact on the aesthetic quality of the area.
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UNIT NUMBER: STAND 8

Area: 230 acres

Description of Management Unit
Stand 8 lays on an east-facing hillside with steep to moderately steep terrain broken up by several
draws and deep depressions. This stand is not visible from the Liberty Lake campground and day use
area. The stand is composed of medium to large size Douglas fir and ponderosa pine saw timber on
the hillside and western red cedar, western hemlock and grand fir in the moist draws. Some very larger
high-quality timber is present in the draws and depressions. The stand is primarily mature overstory
timber with a second co-dominant layer composed of small sawlog and pole-size trees widely scattered
and mixed with the larger dominant timber. Stand 8 is infected extensively with root rot and dwarf
mistletoe. Large expanses of the stand contain standing dead, broken and dying timber in open areas
dominated by a dense understory of tall shrubs and hardwoods. Regeneration is mostly lacking in the
stand due to the dense undergrowth of shrubs and grass associated with the root rot pockets, however,
scattered patches of ponderosa pine and Douglas fir regeneration is present on the drier sites and
ridges. Portions of the understory contain high amounts of down and dead woody material from the
dead, dying and suppressed timber and hardwood species produced from the root rot and natural
succession from canopy closure.
Soils underlying Stand 8 are the Boulder creek-Rock outcrop-Boulder creek, dry complex and the
Boulder creek ashy silt loam, with a small area of Brevco-Ardtoo complex along the upper ridgeline.
These are low to moderate productive soils with potential forest productivity ratings for Douglas fir of
104 cu ft. /ac/yr., and Site Index rating of 69 ft. on the Boulder Creek soils, and 32 cu ft./ac/yr., and site
index rating of 46 ft. on the Brevco-Ardtoo soils. The forest habitat type of this stand is primarily
western hemlock/wild ginger with a small area of Douglas fir/ninebark on the ridge top to the west
(NRCS Soils Report). Following are representative pictures of Stand 8.
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Timber Characteristics
Liberty Lake Regional Park Stand 8
AverageTimber Characteristics
230 Acres
Stocking (T/Ac.)
463
Diameter (Inches)
11.9
Basal Area (sq ft/ac)
133
Net Volume / Ac. (mbf)
15.62
Defect (%)
11.30
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Saw Log Volume, Stand 8
Liberty Lake Regional Park, 230 acres
mbf = one thousand board feet
Gross
Net
mbf
Species
Net mbf
Defect mbf/Acre
Douglas fir
1,477
9.3%
5.84
1,340
Grand fir
1,673
12.4%
6.38
1,465
Ponderosa pine
94
6.4%
0.38
88
Western red cedar
276
8.0%
1.11
254
Western hemlock
307
11.7%
1.18
271
Western larch
216
22.7%
0.73
167
Total
4,043
3,585
11.3%
15.62

Health
Stand 8 contains areas of good quality timber, however, there are extensive areas of root rot and dwarf
mistletoe that is impacting the surrounding Douglas fir and grand fir, causing vast acreage of
nonproductive ground. Many areas of the stand are overstocked with dominant and co-dominant trees
that are competing heavily for limited soil resources, reducing vigor and causing a general decline in
health with visible mortality in many areas. Thinning overstocked areas and removal of high risk, dead,
dying and mistletoe infested timber will have positive long-term effects on the health of the stand.
Objectives and Desired Future Conditions
Management objective for Stand 8 is to treat the stand for overstocking and mistletoe and manage the
areas of root rot so that they will grow root rot-resistant species. The desired future condition is a multispecies multi-aged stand of trees growing vigorously that is free of dwarf mistletoe and contains
patches of seral species growing in areas that were once impacted by root disease.
Recommended Practices
Most of the timber in the stand is medium to large size saw timber. In 1-15 years the entire stand
should be commercially salvaged and thinned. A commercial thinning that removes the high risk,
defective trees in favor of leaving the good quality, problem-free trees will improve overall growth and
vigor of the stand. In conjunction with this, salvage of dead, dying and high-risk species in and around
the root rot pockets should be performed so that these areas can be converted to growing root rot
resistant species such as ponderosa pine, and western larch. Site preparation should be performed in
root rot areas that have ponderosa pine and western larch seed trees nearby to allow natural seeding.
Thinning and site preparation around root rot infected areas should be heavy to make conditions
favorable for seed germination, survival, and growth. Site preparation followed by tree planting should
be performed in root rot areas that do not have an adequate pine and larch seed source. In areas
dominated by dead and dying timber with heavy brush and ground fuels, site preparation, fuels
treatment, and reforestation will be necessary to remove the overburden of vegetation and restock the
site with ponderosa pine and western larch. Broadcast burning or piling and burning of slash is an
option in some areas to reduce ground fuels and high abundance of large woody debris. Due to slope,
mechanical site preparation may be limited or impossible. There are no existing access roads in this
stand. Old road beds and trails from past logging can still be seen in places, but are heavily grown over
with trees and brush. These roads could be reconstructed for use, however additional road
construction will be needed to access the entire stand for management. See Roads and Access
section for a map identifying potential harvest road locations.
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No Action Alternative
Without treatment, the stand would progressively decline in health. Root rot would continue to spread
slowly over time causing additional mortality in susceptible tree species. Brush and susceptible tree
species would re-occupy the root rot areas creating additional openings in the stand. Mortality will
increase in the densely stocked timbered areas causing natural self-thinning in those areas. Increased
mortality will increase the number of snags and down woody debris in the stand, good components for
increased wildlife habitat. Increased amounts of down woody debris, on the other hand, will increase
the stands fuel load and wildfire risk.

UNIT NUMBER: STAND 9

Area: 251 acres

Description of Management Unit
Stand 9 lays on a steep south facing slope dissected with small draws creating easterly and westerly
southern exposures. The timber is mostly large old Douglas fir and Grand fir with occasional
ponderosa pine. Portions of the stand are heavily infected with schweinitzii root and butt rot producing
large pockets of dead or dying timber. Most of the older timber in the stand is poor quality and highly
defective from physical damage and weather-related factors such as breaks, forks, frost cracks and
multiple tops. Dwarf mistletoe is present in some of the larger timber but does not appear to be a
problem in the younger trees. Areas of open canopy are common throughout the stand and are
dominated primarily by dense patches of ninebark shrubs. Small amounts of grand fir regeneration are
present scattered under the larger timber in sheltered areas that are not dominated by brush. Ground
fuels are moderate to high due to brush and down and dead woody material. Trees in the stand have
generally full crowns with many low branches with green needles indicating possible high crow fire
potential due to the excessive amounts of shrubs in the stand. On the eastern side of the stand, the
timber is smaller saw timber, more densely stocked and is more continuous with less brushy canopy
openings. This portion of the stand is heavily overstocked and contains scattered bark beetle mortality
brought on by stress from root rot or overstocking. The mortality is widely scattered and occurs
primarily as individual dead or dying trees or small groups of trees.
Soils underlying Stand 9 are the Boulder creek-Rock outcrop-Boulder creek, dry complex, Boulder
creek ashy silt loam and the Boulder Creek, dry-Keller butte complex. These are moderately
productive soils with potential forest productivity ratings for Douglas fir of 103-104 cu ft. /ac/yr., and Site
Index rating of 69-60 ft. The forest habitat type of this stand is primarily western hemlock/wild ginger
with areas of grand fir/queen cup beadlily on the ridge top and far east side of the stand (NRCS Soils
Report). Following are representative pictures of Stand 9.
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Timber Characteristics
Liberty Lake Regional Park Stand 9
AverageTimber Characteristics
251 Acres
Stocking (T/Ac.)
402
Diameter (Inches)
17.6
Basal Area (sq ft/ac)
194
Net Volume / Ac. (mbf)
24.69
Defect (%)
9.10
Saw Log Volume, Stand 9
Liberty Lake Regional Park, 251 acres
mbf = one thousand board feet
Gross
Net
mbf
Species
Net mbf
Defect mbf/Acre
Alpine fir
55
5.5%
0.21
52
Douglas fir
1,949
10.4%
6.96
1,746
Grand fir
4,364
8.5%
15.91
3,992
Western red cedar
50
26.0%
0.15
37
Western hemlock
454
7.3%
1.68
421
Total
6,817
6,196
9.1%
24.69

Health
Many areas of the stand are heavily infected with schweinitzii root and stem rot producing large pockets
of dead or dying timber. Most of the older timber in the stand is poor quality and highly defective from
physical damage and weather-related factors such as breaks, forks, frost cracks and multiple tops.
Dwarf mistletoe is present in some of the larger timber but does not appear to be a problem in the
younger trees. Areas of younger timber are overstocked and are showing signs of stress and scattered
mortality from competition for limited soil resources.
Objectives and Desired Future Conditions
Management objective for Stand 9 is to treat the stand through commercial thinning in overstocked
areas and conduct salvage and sanitation in areas affected by mistletoe and root rot. Areas with
widespread root rot issues should be managed to grow root rot-resistant species. The desired future
condition is a multi-species multi-aged stand of trees growing vigorously that is free of dwarf mistletoe
and contains patches of seral species growing in areas that were once impacted by root disease.
Recommended Practices
Most of the timber in the stand is medium to large size saw timber. In the next 1-20 years, the entire
stand should be commercially salvaged and thinned. A commercial thinning that removes the high risk,
defective and competing trees in favor of leaving the good quality, problem-free trees will improve
overall growth and vigor of the stand. In conjunction with this, salvage of dead, dying and high-risk
species in and around the root and stem rot pockets should be performed so that the areas can be
converted to growing root rot resistant species such as ponderosa pine, and western larch. Few seral
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tree species are present in this stand that will provide an adequate seed source for natural
regeneration, therefore tree planting may be necessary. In areas that do have a seral seed source, site
preparation should be performed to allow natural seeding. Commercial thinning and site preparation
around root rot infected areas should be heavy to provide better light, allow removal of extensive
amounts of brush that is present in some areas and to make conditions favorable for seed germination,
survival, and growth. Site preparation followed by tree planting should be performed in root rot areas
that do not have an adequate pine and larch seed source. Due to the slope, mechanical site
preparation may be limited or impossible, and site preparation may have to be conducted through
broadcast burning or piling and burning. Roads are currently not developed into the stand. Remnants
of old roads from past logging activity can still be found in places throughout the stand. These roads
could be reconstructed for use, however additional road construction will be needed to access the
entire stand for management. Existing roads leading up to the stand boundary are present on the
adjoining industrial land to the south and east that tie into the old road system in stand 9. Some of
these roads providing good access for road building and reconstruction. See Roads and Access section
for a map identifying potential harvest road locations.
No Action Alternative
Without treatment, this stand will continue to exhibit forest health issues. Dense overstocked areas will
exhibit increased mortality from stress caused by competition for limited soil resources. During very dry
years mortality may become widespread. Areas with root and stem pathogens will continue to infect
susceptible species causing a decline in timber production in the affected area. Long-term outcome
with no treatment will be a reduction in tree vigor and growth and increasing wildfire risk which will
affect the merchantable as well as the non-merchantable timber resource and aesthetic quality of the
area.

UNIT NUMBER: STAND 10, LIBERTY LAKE CONSERVATION AREA

Area: 72 acres

Description of Management Unit
Stand 10 is located on the east side of Liberty Lake Regional Park in the northern portion of the area
designated as the Liberty Lake Conservation Area. This stand is highly visible from Liberty Lake
Regional Park campground and day use area. This portion of the Conservation Area lays on an eastfacing hillside with moderate to steep slopes. The exposed uplands along the western side of the stand
are dominated by 1-5 inch diameter at breast height ponderosa pine and Douglas fir regeneration in
patches mixed with scattered saw timber and open grassy areas. The overstocking of young trees in
this area is causing declining health and mortality in this portion of the stand, and this area contains
high ladder fuel concentrations that increase the potential fire risk. Along the lower slope and northern
portion of the stand the timber is larger and more densely stocked Douglas fir and ponderosa pine saw
timber over areas of brush and regeneration. A small amount of grand fir and western larch is also
present in the draw and sheltered areas of the stand. The north and east side of stand 10 lays adjacent
to private developed land. Fuels treatment and fire mitigation measures should be implemented in this
area to minimize fire risk.
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Soils underlying Stand 10 are the Kramerhill-Spokane complex, Kruse ashy silt loam, and SpokaneKramerhill complex. These are moderately productive soils with potential forest productivity ratings for
ponderosa pine of 69-85 cu ft. /ac/yr., and Site Index rating of 80-106 ft. depending on soil type. The
forest habitat type of this stand is primarily ponderosa pine/common snowberry with a small area of
grand fir/ninebark in the draw along the east side of the strand (NRCS Soils Report). Following are
representative pictures of Stand 10.
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Timber Characteristics
Liberty Lake Regional Park Stand 10
AverageTimber Characteristics
72 Acres
Stocking (T/Ac.)
906
Diameter (Inches)
11.5
Basal Area (sq ft/ac)
95
Net Volume / Ac. (mbf)
6.21
Defect (%)
12.10
Saw Log Volume, Stand 10
Liberty Lake Regional Park, 72 acres
mbf = one thousand board feet
Gross
Net
mbf
Species
Net mbf
Defect mbf/Acre
Douglas fir
37
5.4%
0.48
35
Ponderosa pine
474
12.7%
5.72
414
Total
511
449
12.1%
6.21

Health
The upper hillside of stand 10 contains areas of advanced regeneration that are overstocked and
showing signs of stress and mortality from bark beetles. Numerous patches of dead and dying trees
with red needs are present in this area. The entire upland portion of the stand should be precommercially thinned in the next 1-3 years to remove mortality, minimize the impact on aesthetics and
improve growth. A pre-commercial thinning will improve overall timber growth potential and quality by
reducing competition for limited soil resources and allow species selection on this dry site. On the
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lower northern and eastern slopes of the stand, there is scattered mortality and dead treetops caused
by defoliator insects and bark beetles. Most of the mortality appears to be due to overstocking or dry
climate conditions which predispose the weaker trees to insect attack. The individual tree mortality in
this portion of the stand is not widespread and is confined to small areas slowly thinning the stand.
Except for the scattered mortality and dead tops, the rest of the timber appears to be healthy and
growing well.
Objectives and Desired Future Conditions
Management objective for Stand 10 is to treat the upper slopes of the stand to improve tree growth and
minimize overall trees stress and predisposition to bark beetle attack. The desired future condition is a
well-stocked, well-spaced stand of good quality young ponderosa pine along the upper slope that is
better adapted to the dry changing conditions of the site. Through thinning the areas overstocked with
small trees, and installation of fuel breaks along the north and west property boundary, fire risk in the
stand will be reduced while lowering the chance of fire entering or leaving the property.
Recommended Practices
The upper portion of the stand should be treated in the next 1-3 years with a pre-commercial thinning.
Stand 10 is highly visible from the Liberty Lake campground and day use area. Pre-commercial
thinning along the uplands should be performed in summer or fall to minimize bark beetle invasion on
cut tree materials. Trees should be thinned to a spacing of 12-15 feet, and all trees pruned to a height
of 6-8 feet or to maintain 40% of the total crown height. All slash created in the thinning and pruning
should be piled by hand and burned. Slash piles should sit for a minimum of one season before
burning to allow thorough drying and complete consumption from burning.
Immediate treatment is not necessary for the lower hillside of dense timber. This portion of Stand 10
should be monitored periodically over the next 10-20 years for declining health issues or damage from
weather and scheduled for treatment. Treatment through commercial thinning in this portion of the
stand should be timed and performed in conjunction with treatment of Stand 3 if possible in 15 to 25
years. Treatment would include removal of smaller co-dominant and suppressed timber, leaving the
larger more superior Douglas fir, ponderosa pine and any good quality western larch that is present.
To further improve fire safety in the park, fuel breaks should be considered along the north and western
boundary of stand 10 to prevent or minimize fire moving on or off the property if a fire were to develop
in the area. A fuel break is a total or near total reduction of woody materials that can carry a fire,
primarily ground and ladder fuels. Shaded fuel breaks are a type of fuel break where large overstory
timber that has high crowns are left in the fuel break area. The large trees are scattered throughout the
fuel break area providing shade that reduces dryness of understory fuels and maintains the aesthetic
forested appearance. Shaded fuel breaks are usually accomplished through selective harvest, thinning
and pruning, and/or mastication with mechanical chipping equipment.
No Action Alternative
Without treatment, the dense patches of regeneration on the upper slopes will continue to grow and
compete for limited soil resources with a reduction in tree vigor and growth. As competition continues,
the weaker trees will be vulnerable to attack from bark beetles creating pockets of mortality. Bark
beetles can spread into larger more valuable trees and adjoining ownerships under severe conditions,
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increasing fuel loads and overall wildfire risk in the area. Fire occurring on or off the property would
spread unimpeded through the stand without fuel breaks with potentially devastating results. This
stand is highly visible from the Liberty Lake campground and day use area. Reduced forest health and
a wildfire will impact the aesthetic quality of the area.

UNIT NUMBER: STAND 11, LIBERTY LAKE CONSERVATION AREA

Area: 97 acres

Description of Management Unit
Stand 11 is located on the east side of Liberty Lake Regional Park in the center portion of the Liberty
Lake Conservation Area. Stand 11 is visible from the Liberty Lake Regional Park campground and day
use area. Topography is moderately steep broken terrain with a general northeasterly aspect. The
physical characteristics of the stand is an uneven-aged structure composed of medium size saw timber
mixed with co-dominant pole size trees along with areas containing dense patches of advanced
regeneration. Throughout the stand are many openings occupied by tall brush and quaking aspen.
The intermixed patches of advanced regeneration are composed of 2-5 inch diameter at breast height
saplings with an estimated stocking of 400-700 trees per acre. In general, this is a young densely
stocked stand composed of merchantable and non-merchantable trees interspersed with wide areas of
tall brush and hardwood trees. The overstory timber has mostly full crowns that reach to the ground
with an understory of young timber or shrubs. This type of forest structure has significant ladder fuels
that can create a crown fire situation during a dry year if a wildfire were to develop in or adjacent to the
stand. Fuels treatment and shaded fuel breaks should be developed along the west property line in this
stand to minimize overall fire risk and the potential for fire spread.
Soils underlying Stand 11 are the Boulder Creek, dry-Kellerbutte complex, Kruse ashy silt loam and
Lenz-Rock outcrop complex. These are moderately productive soils with potential forest productivity
ratings for Douglas fir of 76-103 cu ft. /ac/yr., and Site Index rating of 72-80 ft. depending on soil type.
The forest habitat type of this stand is primarily grand fir/queen cup beadlily and grand fir/ninebark with
a few minor areas of ponderosa pine/common snowberry (NRCS Soils Report). Following are
representative pictures of Stand 11.
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Timber Characteristics
Liberty Lake Regional Park Stand 11
AverageTimber Characteristics
97 Acres
Stocking (T/Ac.)
307
Diameter (Inches)
10.9
Basal Area (sq ft/ac)
130
Net Volume / Ac. (mbf)
10.58
Defect (%)
9.30
Saw Log Volume, Stand 11
Liberty Lake Regional Park, 97 acres
mbf = one thousand board feet
Gross
Net
mbf
Species
Net mbf
Defect mbf/Acre
Douglas fir
799
9.5%
7.45
723
Grand fir
48
16.7%
0.42
40
Ponderosa pine
172
7.0%
1.65
160
Western larch
113
8.0%
1.07
104
Total
1,132
1,027
9.3%
10.58
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Health
This is a young stand that currently is healthy and growing well with scattered areas of mortality caused
by beetle attacks brought on by stress from high tree density and root rot pathogens. The stand is
overstocked in patches. The patches consist of advanced regeneration mixed with larger, co-dominant
and dominant timber. Scattered mortality has thinned portions of the overstory releasing and improving
the vigor of adjacent trees, but this natural thinning is not widespread enough to affect the whole stand.
The dense patches of regeneration are causing intense competition for limited soil resources and will
lead to increased potential for tree mortality. Thinning the understory, or low thinning is necessary to
reduce stress and mortality in the stand and improve growth by decreasing competition for limited soil
resources. The added benefit of low thinning is reduced tree stocking which increases the distance
between the small trees, reducing the fire risk potential.
Objectives and Desired Future Conditions
The management objective for treatment in stand 11 is to improve tree vigor, reduce mortality, break up
the continuity of fuels and reduce fire risk through low thinning, or thinning from below and installation
of a fuels break. The desired future condition is a healthy uneven-aged mixed conifer stand that is
growing well with reduced risk of fire and stress due to overcrowding. Through thinning the areas
overstocked with small trees, and installation of fuel breaks along the western property boundary, fire
risk in the stand will be reduced while lowering the chance of fire entering or leaving the property.
Recommended Practices
The dense patches of advanced regeneration should be thinned in a low thinning or thinning from
below within the 1-5 years to minimize the stress that can be brought on by overcrowding. Noncommercial sized trees should be thinned on a wide spacing (14-16 feet) removing smaller trees in
favor of leaving larger trees. In areas with larger overstory timber, smaller understory trees should be
cut down to allow the larger trees more room to grow. Following a low thinning, the lower branches
should be pruned, and all slash chipped or piled and burned. In areas with large timber that lack live
crowns in contact with the understory, pruning will not be necessary. To further improve fire safety in
the park, fuel breaks should be considered along the western stand boundary to prevent or minimize
fire moving on or off the property, if a fire were to develop in the area. A fuel break is a total or near
total reduction of woody materials that can carry a fire, primarily ground and ladder fuels. Shaded fuel
breaks are a type of fuel break where large overstory timber that has high crowns are left in the fuel
break area. The large trees are scattered throughout the fuel break area providing shade that reduces
dryness of understory fuels and maintains the aesthetic forested appearance. Shaded fuel breaks are
usually accomplished through selective harvest, thinning and pruning, and/or mastication with
mechanical chipping equipment.
A commercial thinning should be conducted in the entire stand in the next 15-25 years to further reduce
stand stocking in the medium and small size trees to promote growing larger trees in the stand, and to
maintain the aesthetics and forest appearance visible from the campground and day use area.
No Action Alternative
Without treatment, the dense patches of regeneration and understory trees will continue to grow and
compete for limited soil resources with a reduction in tree vigor and growth across this young stand. As
competition continues, the weaker trees will be vulnerable to attack from bark beetles creating pockets
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of mortality. Bark beetles can spread into larger more valuable trees and adjoining ownerships under
severe conditions, increasing fuel loads and overall wildfire risk in the area. Fire occurring on or off the
property would spread unimpeded through the stand without fuel breaks with potentially devastating
results. This stand is highly visible from the Liberty Lake campground and day use area. Reduced
forest health and a wildfire will impact the aesthetic quality of the area.

UNIT NUMBER: STAND 12, LIBERTY LAKE CONSERVATION AREA

Area: 287 acres

Description of Management Unit
Stand 12 is located in the southern portion of the Liberty Lake Conservation Area along the west side of
Liberty Lake Regional Park. Stand 12 lays on moderately steep to steep rolling terrain on a west facing
hillside. Several sheltered draws run the width of the stand. Quinnamose Creek passes through the
extreme southwest corner of the stand. It appears that most of the stand was intensively harvested
several decades ago. The harvest removed the good quality timber leaving behind trees that were
suppressed, diseased and misshapen. Old landings, skid trails, and logging roads are still evident from
that harvest. Since the harvest, large portions of the stand have naturally regenerated. There are vast
areas of sapling mixed with small pole-size trees in dense patches interspersed with larger timber and
individual trees scattered across wide open areas of tall grass. Ponderosa pine is the dominant tree
species in stand 12. Douglas fir is mixed with ponderosa pine in the shallow draws and sheltered areas
and is present in limited quantities as regeneration in the understory. Grand fir is mostly absent except
on the steep hillside south of Quinnamose Creek where the timber type changes to a grand fir dominant
cover type. Black cottonwood and aspen are common in the draws and creek bottoms, and small
aspen patches are common throughout the stand mixed with conifer trees and tall shrubs. Tall grass is
a common understory component in the open areas, and large areas of the stand are open meadows
composed of dense grass or grass mixed with low shrubs. Old logging roads crisscross the stand.
These roads generally are in poor shape, badly eroded and attracting many invasive species of weeds.
A small wildfire occurred near the southeast corner of the stand recently. In this area, there are
patches of dead, dying and scorched trees. A recently constructed dozer fire line is present along the
southern portion of the stand, possibly in response to the fire evidence found in this area. It does not
appear that any rehabilitation or erosion prevention has been performed on the fire line as of October
2017. On the west side of stand 12 is developed private residential parcels and roads that lay adjacent
to the Park boundary. Fuels treatment and shaded fuel breaks should be developed along the property
line in this area to minimize overall fire risk and the potential for fire spread.
Soils underlying Stand 12 are dominated by the Kramerhill-Uhlig-Skalan complex, Lenz-Rock outcrop
and Lenz-Spokane complex and the Spokane Kramerhill complex. In addition to these types, there are
small areas of Boulder Creek, dry- Keller butte complex soils, Kruse ashy silt loam soils, and
Quinnamose-mica peak complex soils occupying the draws and creek bottom. These are variable
productive soils with potential forest productivity ratings for ponderosa pine of 69-102 cu ft. /ac/yr., and
Site Index rating of 80-106 ft. for the dominant soils in the stand. The higher productivity ratings are for
the Kruse and Quinnamose-Mika Peak soils found in the draws and along the creek channel. The
forest habitat type of this stand is ponderosa pine/common snowberry and ponderosa pine/ninebark on
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the dry exposed hillsides, and grand fir/ninebark and grand fir/queen cup beadlily in the draws, creek
bottom and hard north-facing hillside south of Quinnamose Creek (NRCS Soils Report). Following are
representative pictures of Stand 12.
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Timber Characteristics
Liberty Lake Regional Park Stand 12
AverageTimber Characteristics
287 Acres
Stocking (T/Ac.)
296
Diameter (Inches)
13.2
Basal Area (sq ft/ac)
72
Net Volume / Ac. (mbf)
4.74
Defect (%)
13.80
Saw Log Volume, Stand 12
Liberty Lake Regional Park, 287 acres
mbf = one thousand board feet
Gross
Net
mbf
Species
Net mbf
Defect mbf/Acre
Grand fir
25
16.0%
0.08
21
Ponderosa pine
1,550
13.7%
4.66
1,337
Total
1,575
1,358
13.8%
4.74

Health
There are several forest health issues in stand 12. Small patches of dead and dying ponderosa pine
trees, impacted by bark beetles attacks, are common in the stand, the result of stress from
overcrowding. Dwarf mistletoe is very common in the stand and is the cause of some of the mortality.
A wildfire occurred in the southeastern corner of the stand recently. In this area, there are patches of
dead, dying and scorched trees. The stand has extensive areas of ladder fuels created by grass mixed
with low shrubs and conifer regeneration. The areas of dense conifer regeneration should be thinned
and pruned to reduce the ladder fuel potential and to reduce stocking to help minimize chances of
mortality brought on by stress and invasion of bark beetles.
Objectives and Desired Future Conditions
Many areas of the stand have poor quality merchantable timber, due primarily to negligent and highgrade timber harvesting in the past. The current stand structure is composed of many poor quality
trees and trees infested with dwarf mistletoe in the overstory with patches of dense regeneration, grass,
and shrubs in the understory. Commercial thinning/salvage followed by pre-commercial thinning
throughout the stand will reduce stocking, improve timber growth and reduce the stress that would
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eventually lead to mortality from insects. Along all property lines next to developed parcels, shaded
fuel brakes should be developed to help reduce the potential for a wildfire entering or leaving the
property. The desired future condition is a mistletoe free stand consisting of good quality, widely
spaced, mature timber in the overstory with a patchy understory of healthy young trees that have been
thinned and are free to grow with low risk to damage from insects and crown fires.
Recommended Practices
In order to reduce fire risk and improve forest health in stand 12, a regime of timber harvesting, salvage
and thinning will be necessary. To alleviate mistletoe, the infested trees and susceptible understory
trees in proximity to mistletoe infested trees need to be removed. A selective commercial thinning of
the stand should be conducted in the next 1-5 years followed by a pre-commercial thinning. Timber
harvesting will focus on removal of infested merchantable timber as well as removal of high risk and
competing trees in the overstory. Following a commercial harvest, a pre-commercial thinning should be
conducted to reduce stocking and reduce ladder fuels. Non-commercial sized trees should be thinned
on a wide spacing (14-16 feet) removing smaller trees in favor of leaving larger trees. Following a precommercial thinning, the lower branches should be pruned, and all slash chipped or piled and burned.
In areas with large timber that lack live crowns in contact with the understory, pruning will not be
necessary. To further improve fire safety in the park, fuel breaks should be developed along the
western stand boundary/property line to prevent or minimize fire moving on or off the property. A fuel
break is a total or near total reduction of woody materials that can carry a fire, primarily ground and
ladder fuels. Shaded fuel breaks are a type of fuel break where large overstory timber that has high
crowns are left in the fuel break area. The large trees are scattered throughout the fuel break area
providing shade that reduces dryness of understory fuels and maintains the aesthetic forested
appearance. Shaded fuel breaks are usually accomplished through selective harvest, thinning and
pruning, and/or mastication with mechanical chipping equipment. Old logging roads cross through
stand 12. The roads are in poor condition and should be closed or reconstructed and improved to allow
water drainage. Fuel breaks and road improvements can all be completed by the logging contractor
when the commercial harvest is performed.
No Action Alternative
Without treatment, mistletoe will continue to grow and parasitize susceptible trees. Poor quality and
infested commercial size timber will decline and lose value. The dense patches of regeneration will
continue to grow and compete for limited soil resources with a reduction in tree vigor and growth. As
competition continues, the weaker trees will be vulnerable to attack from bark beetles creating pockets
of mortality. Bark beetles can spread into larger more valuable trees and adjoining ownerships under
severe conditions, increasing fuel loads and overall wildfire risk in the area. Fire occurring on or off the
property would spread unimpeded through the stand without fuel breaks with potentially devastating
results. Reduced forest health and a wildfire will impact the aesthetic quality of the area.
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UNIT NUMBER: STAND 13

Area: 293 acres

Description of Management Unit
Stand 13 is located in the southeastern portion of the Regional Park property. The stand lays on
moderate to steep terrain with a mostly northern aspect. The far eastern portion of the stand faces to
the east. The stand is dominated by western red cedar, grand fir and western hemlock with scattered
sub-alpine fir. Douglas fir is present as a minor component on the north aspects, becoming more
abundant on the drier sites and east aspects. Western larch is present throughout the stand as
individual legacy trees or suppressed and dead snags that have perished due to canopy closure and
competition for light and growing space. The timber is relatively dense and uniform in large patches
throughout the stand separated by wide open areas containing tall brush and hardwood trees.
Structure of the stand is predominantly mature medium to large size saw timber intermingled with
younger, co-dominant and smaller trees. The understory consisting of small suppressed and dead
trees with areas of shade tolerant regeneration, shrubs and variable amounts of down and dead woody
material. Disease and tree mortality is limited to small pockets of root rot and scattered mortality
caused by bark beetle activity most likely brought on by stress from overcrowding. Regeneration is
mostly absent or very sparse in the open areas due to brush. Tree crowns are mostly high above the
ground with generally low ladder fuels potential. This along with the cool moist northerly aspect of the
stand indicates that fire risk is moderate to low. Higher wildfire risk would be expected on the east
facing aspects and in the open areas containing variable height brush and small trees. These areas
have a higher ladder fuel potential and thus higher fire risk from lightning-caused fires during extremely
dry conditions.
Soils underlying Stand 13 are the Boulder Creek, ashy silt loam and Boulder Creek, dry- Keller butte
complex. These are moderately high productive soils with potential forest productivity ratings for
Douglas fir of 103-104 cu ft. /ac/yr., and Site Index rating of 69-80 ft. The forest habitat type of this
stand is western hemlock/wild ginger on the north-facing hillside, and grand fir/queen cup bead lily on
the east eastern aspects and ridge top (NRCS Soils Report). Following are representative pictures of
Stand 13.
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Timber Characteristics
Liberty Lake Regional Park Stand 13
AverageTimber Characteristics
293 Acres
Stocking (T/Ac.)
644
Diameter (Inches)
14.8
Basal Area (sq ft/ac)
138
Net Volume / Ac. (mbf)
17.62
Defect (%)
22.40
Saw Log Volume, Stand 13
Liberty Lake Regional Park, 293 acres
mbf = one thousand board feet
Gross
Net
mbf
Species
Net mbf
Defect mbf/Acre
Douglas fir
1,862
18.7%
5.16
1,513
Grand fir
3,151
25.2%
8.04
2,357
Western red cedar
226
35.8%
0.49
145
Western hemlock
1,101
22.3%
2.92
856
Western larch
320
7.8%
1.01
295
Total
6,660
5,166
22.4%
17.62
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Health
The general health of Stand 13 is good except for scattered pockets of root rot, and areas of
overcrowding. Root rot is present in small areas scattered through the stand. Large areas of the stand
are dominated by tall brush with very little natural conifer regeneration. The stand, in general, does not
have a widespread forest health issue. Commercial thinning should occur in the near future to reduce
stocking, manage root rot and improve species composition.
Objectives and Desired Future Conditions
Management objective for Stand 13 is to leave the stand to grow without any planned immediate
management activity. The stand should be monitored for declining health and increased levels of
insect damage. The desired future condition is a healthy multi-aged, mixed conifer stand that is
maintenance free to provide ample recreational opportunity for backwoods adventure and sightseeing
as well as providing areas of variable vegetation cover for wildlife.
Recommended Practices
Stand 13 contains a significant volume of large timber mixed with co-dominant and suppressed trees.
The stand is healthy except for scattered pockets of root rot and mortality caused by overcrowding.
The stand currently does not have a widespread health issue but should be considered for a
commercial thinning within the next 1-20 years to aid in maintaining good forest health. The
commercial thinning should focus on removing suppressed and weak trees in areas of heavy
competition to provide better-growing space for the larger good quality trees, and improve timber
production in root rot areas. Thinning should open and space the timber to reduce competition and
prevent mortality brought on by stress-related factors. This will promote better long-term growth on the
larger trees. Preferred trees to manage on this site are western red cedar, western hemlock and grand
fir on the north facing aspects, and Douglas fir, grand fir and western larch on the east facing aspects.
Roads currently are not developed into the stand. Many old roads from past logging activity can still be
found throughout the area and access most areas of the stand. These old roads could be
reconstructed for management. Existing roads leading up to the stand boundary are present on the
ownership to the east and tie into the old road system in many places. See Roads and Access section
for a map identifying potential harvest road locations.
No Action Alternative
Without treatment, the stand would maintain its current condition and structure for many decades. The
small areas of root rot would continue to spread, causing mortality in susceptible tree species slowly
over time. The timber would eventually begin competing for limited soil resources causing increased
occurrences of mortality from bark beetles and defoliator insects. Natural thinning would take place in
many areas improving growth on the more dominant timber and creating snags and down woody
material. Brush would continue to grow and occupy areas where it currently exists, and without
disturbance, conifer regeneration into the brushy areas would be slow and gradual. The impact of
leaving the stand without treatment would be minimal in the short term with no impact on the aesthetic
quality of the area.
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UNIT NUMBER: STAND 14

Area: 143 acres

Description of Management Unit
Stand 14 is located on the southeastern side of the Liberty Lake Regional Park property and
encompasses a series of deep canyons and sheltered draws formed by Liberty Creek. Camp Hughes
Cabin and several popular hiking/biking trails are located in this stand. The stand lays on steep canyon
terrain with multiple aspects which create an environment that strongly influences cover vegetation and
timber species composition. Timber in stand 14 is generally very large old growth western red cedar,
western hemlock, grand fir and black cottonwood along the cooler aspects and canyon bottoms. Tree
cover changes with elevation and aspect up out of the canyon bottom to grand fir and Douglas fir mixed
with trace amounts of cedar and hemlock on easterly and northerly aspects and Douglas fir mixed with
ponderosa pine and widely scattered, very large ponderosa pine on the ridge tops, west and southerly
aspects. The older larger cedar, hemlock and grand fir in the canyon and side draw are highly
defective with frost cracks, dry faces, mechanical defects, forks and heart rot. The timber on the upper
hillsides is mostly good quality saw timber with minor physical defects and appears to be growing well,
however, there are scattered pockets of root rot containing variable amounts of dead and dying timber.
The openings created by root rot are occupied by tall brush with variable amounts of conifer
regeneration. In the shaded canyon, understory vegetation is mostly absent due to lack of light
reaching the forest floor. Where there is an opening in the canopy, trace amounts of western hemlock
and grand fir regeneration is present with a mixed variety of low shrubs and herbaceous ground
vegetation. The canopy of the stand is generally very tall, and the understory is variable depending on
elevation and aspect. The understory and ground conditions range from heavy amounts of down and
dead woody material with very light ground vegetation along the canyon bottom to areas with tall
shrubs and grass under timber with a tall open canopy. Due to the spotty nature of ladder fuels, and
general moist shaded understory, fire risk is low with low crow fire potential throughout most of the
stand.
The timber in Stand 14 is primarily old growth in and around the canyon with variable size good quality
saw timber at the higher elevations out of the canyon. Several popular hiking and biking trails used by
the public pass through this stand. With the exception of the old growth, the timber is growing well.
Some root rot is present, causing mortality to a limited extent in the grand fir and Douglas fir. Currently,
due primarily to terrain and high recreational use, it is recommended to leave this stand alone and
monitor it for declining health. Limited timber harvesting can be performed and is justified at the higher
elevations out of the canyon to alleviate some of the root rot issues that are present. Harvesting in
these areas should be performed in conjunction with scheduled activities in stands 8 and 13.
Harvesting in the canyon would be difficult requiring extensive development of access roads that would
impact the long-term aesthetics and visual quality of the area.
Soils underlying stand 14 are the Boulder Creek-Rock outcrop complex, Boulder Creek, ashy silt loam
and Boulder Creek, dry- Keller butte complex. These are moderately high productive soils with potential
forest productivity ratings for Douglas fir of 103-104 cu ft. /ac/yr., and Site Index rating of 69-80 ft. The
forest habitat type of this stand is western hemlock/wild ginger in the canyon areas changing to grand
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fir/queen cup bead lily on the drier western aspects up out of the canyon (NRCS Soils Report).
Following are representative pictures of Stand 14.
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Timber Characteristics
Liberty Lake Regional Park Stand 14
AverageTimber Characteristics
143 Acres
Stocking (T/Ac.)
689
Diameter (Inches)
15.4
Basal Area (sq ft/ac)
245
Net Volume / Ac. (mbf)
34.12
Defect (%)
14.70
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Saw Log Volume, Stand 14
Liberty Lake Regional Park, 143 acres
mbf = one thousand board feet
Gross
Net
mbf
Species
Net mbf
Defect mbf/Acre
Douglas fir
1,732
13.6%
10.46
1,496
Grand fir
642
14.8%
3.82
547
Ponderosa pine
266
13.2%
1.62
231
Western red cedar
1,221
16.9%
7.09
1,015
Western hemlock
1,798
14.7%
10.71
1,533
Western larch
67
6.0%
0.42
63
Total
5,726
4,885
14.7%
34.12

Health
Stand 14 contains extensive areas of old growth timber that is highly defective due to age, heart rot,
frost cracks and general breakage caused by weather. At higher elevations, out of the canyon and on
westerly aspects the timber is younger and healthier with few age related issues. Root rot is a common
issue at the higher elevation in areas dominated by Douglas fir and grand fir. All of the health issues
present in the old growth timber has been present for a long time and is not going to cause widespread
mortality. The stand will maintain its current structure and appearance without the need for interim
management.
Objectives and Desired Future Conditions
Due to steep canyon terrain, high-quality aesthetic value and high public use, the management
objective for Stand 14 is to leave portions of this stand alone to grow in its current condition without any
immediate treatment, with the opportunity to treat areas out of the canyon in conjunction with activities
in adjacent stands at a later date. The desired future condition is the current health and stand structure
in the canyon area, and a well-stocked multi-aged stand of mixed tree species widely spaced and
growing well with reduced impact from root rot along the upland areas out of the canyon.
Recommended Practices
Stand 14 should be left to grow in its current condition. Harvesting timber to salvage and improve
growth would destroy the stand’s highly valuable aesthetic qualities and quality of recreational use.
Timber management is possible at the upper reaches of the stand out of the canyon on a limited basis
in conjunction with stand 13. At that time, the upper reaches of stand 14 should be considered for
commercial thinning and treatment in root rot areas. In the upper reaches, a commercial thinning that
removes the high risk, defective and competing trees in favor of leaving the good quality, problem-free
trees will improve overall growth and vigor of the stand. In addition to this, salvage of dead, dying and
high-risk species in and around the root rot pockets should be performed so that the areas can be
converted to growing root rot resistant species such as ponderosa pine, and western larch. Site
preparation should be performed in root rot areas that have ponderosa pine and western larch seed
trees nearby to allow natural seeding. Thinning and site preparation around root rot infected areas
should be heavy to provide better light, nutrients, and moisture to make conditions favorable for seed
germination, survival, and growth. Site preparation followed by tree planting should be performed in
root rot areas that do not have an adequate pine and larch seed source. In areas dominated by dead
and dying timber with heavy brush and ground fuels, site preparation, fuels treatment, and reforestation
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will be necessary to remove the overburden of vegetation and restock the site with ponderosa pine and
western larch. Chipping or broadcast burning or piling and burning of slash will be necessary for some
areas to reduce ground fuels and high abundance of large woody debris. Due to the slope, mechanical
site preparation may be limited or impossible.

UNIT NUMBER: STAND 15, CEDAR GROVE CONSERVATION AREA

Area: 84 acres

Description of Management Unit
Stand 15 is a parcel of land identified within the Liberty Lake Regional Park as the Liberty Lake Cedar
Grove Conservation Area. The stand lays on steep to moderately steep bench terrain with multiple
aspects formed by Liberty Creek Canyon and a minor side tributary. Cover vegetation and timber
species composition in this stand is strongly influenced by the canyon terrain and canyon environment.
Timber in stand 15 is generally very large old growth western red cedar, western hemlock and grand fir
along the canyon bottom, and cool northerly aspects, changing to a more variable size mix of younger
trees at higher elevations up out of the canyon. With increased elevation and increased sunlight,
species composition on the northerly aspects changes to a grand fir dominant species mix with
scattered cedar and hemlock. On these sites, the grand fir is very large and growing well with little
defect. As aspect changes to easterly, the timber changes to a more dominant Douglas fir mix with
increased understory grass and shrubs. On the dry rocky sites and southwesterly aspects, the timber
is widely scattered ponderosa pine with variable amounts of Douglas fir over grass, scattered shrubs,
and conifer regeneration. Natural conifer regeneration is sparse along the canyon bottom due to shade
or dense low ground cover. Regeneration that is present along the bottomland is primarily suppressed
western hemlock and grand fir seedlings and saplings in areas of open canopy receiving direct sunlight.
At higher elevations out of the canyon bottom, Douglas fir and grand fir regeneration are present in
stand openings on favorable sites. Small amounts of ponderosa pine regeneration are present on the
dry rocky ridges and exposed areas. Throughout the uplands, there are very larger trees mixed with
patches of small saw timber and pole-size trees, including a few areas with very large ponderosa pine
(yellow pine).
Fire risk in stand 15 is variable depending on aspect. The canopy of the stand is generally high above
the ground except for areas with advanced conifer regeneration and tall brush. Throughout most of the
stand, the understory consisting of heavy amounts of down and dead woody material and isolated
patches of tall brush associated with root rot. South facing aspects are dry with tall grass, low shrubs
and steep slopes that have the potential to carry a lightning-caused fire. However, due to the spotty
nature of ladder fuels, predominantly moist shaded understory and cool aspects, fire risk is generally
low in this stand.
Soils underlying stand 15 are the Boulder Creek-Rock outcrop complex, Boulder Creek, ashy silt loam
and Boulder Creek, dry- Keller butte complex, Kruse ashy silt loam, Lenz-Rock outcrop complex and
Quinnamose-Mica peak complex. Potential forest productivity is highly variable depending on soil type
with ratings for Douglas fir ranging from 73-104 cu ft. /ac/yr., and Site Index rating of 69-80 ft. The
forest habitat type of this stand is western hemlock/wild ginger on the east facing hillsides changing to
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grand fir/ninebark on the drier southwestern aspects, and grand fir/queen cup bead lily on the
northwesterly aspects (NRCS Soils Report). Following are representative pictures of Stand 15.
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Timber Characteristics
Liberty Lake Regional Park Stand 15
AverageTimber Characteristics
84 Acres
Stocking (T/Ac.)
462
Diameter (Inches)
16.2
Basal Area (sq ft/ac)
178
Net Volume / Ac. (mbf)
28.29
Defect (%)
7.80
Saw Log Volume, Stand 15
Liberty Lake Regional Park, 84 acres
mbf = one thousand board feet
Gross
Net
mbf
Species
Net mbf
Defect mbf/Acre
Douglas fir
1,185
7.5%
13.02
1,096
Grand fir
293
5.8%
3.28
276
Ponderosa pine
708
5.1%
7.98
672
Western red cedar
342
16.1%
3.41
287
Western hemlock
55
9.1%
0.60
50
Total
2,583
2,381
7.8%
28.29

Health
The older larger timber in the canyon and side draw is highly defective with frost cracks, dry faces,
mechanical defects, forks and heart rot. Root rot is present on the upper slopes where Douglas fir and
grand fir dominate forest cover, creating variably sized pockets of mortality. The root rot infected areas
contain scattered dead and dying timber with minor amounts of regeneration and tall brush. Dwarf
mistletoe is present in a few of the very old Douglas fir but the parasite does not appear to be
widespread, and none of the younger timber appears to be infected.
Objectives and Desired Future Conditions
The timber in Stand 15 is primarily old growth along the canyon bottom with variable size, good quality
saw timber along the hillsides out of the canyon. Access to the stand is not developed for motor
vehicles. A popular hiking and biking trails used by the public pass through this stand along Liberty
Creek then winds its way up the western hillside to Camp Hughes Cabin. Recommended management
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is to leave this stand alone and monitor it for severe insect outbreaks and major impact from weather.
Limited timber harvesting can be performed and is recommended at the higher elevations out of the
canyon to treat the root rot issues and to commercially thin overstocked areas. Harvesting and other
management in these areas should be performed in conjunction with scheduled activities in stands 16.
Post-harvest treatments include site preparation in root rot pockets to promote regeneration of nonsusceptible species and fuels treatment in easily accessible areas. The lower portion of the stand
along Liberty Creek should be left alone to grow in its current condition in order to maintain the natural
beauty and aesthetics of that area. The desired future condition is the current health and stand
structure in the canyon area, and a well-stocked multi-aged stand of mixed tree species widely spaced
and growing well with reduced impact from root rot along the upland areas out of the canyon.
Recommended Practices
Stand 15 should be left to grow in its current condition. Harvesting timber to salvage and improve
growth would destroy the stand’s highly valuable aesthetic qualities and quality of recreational use.
Timber management is possible at the upper reaches of the stand out of the canyon on a limited basis
in conjunction with stands 16. At that time, the upper reaches of stand 15 should be considered for
commercial thinning and treatment in root rot areas. A commercial thinning should be conducted that
removes the high risk, defective and competing trees in favor of leaving the good quality, problem-free
trees. This will improve overall growth and vigor of the upper elevations of the stand. In conjunction
with this, salvage of dead, dying and high-risk species in and around the root rot pockets should be
performed so that the areas can be converted to growing root rot resistant species such as ponderosa
pine, and western larch. Site preparation should be performed in root rot areas that have ponderosa
pine and western larch seed trees nearby to promote natural seeding. Thinning and site preparation
around root rot infected areas should be heavy to provide better light, nutrients, and moisture in order to
make conditions favorable for seed germination, survival and growth. Site preparation followed by tree
planting should be performed in root rot areas that do not have an adequate pine and larch seed
source. In areas dominated by dead and dying timber with heavy brush and ground fuels, site
preparation, fuels treatment, and reforestation will be necessary to remove the overburden of
vegetation and restock the site with ponderosa pine and western larch. Broadcast burning or piling and
burning of slash will be necessary for some areas to reduce ground fuels and high abundance of large
woody debris. Due to slope, mechanical site preparation may be limited or impossible

UNIT NUMBER: STAND 16

Area: 78 acres

Description of Management Unit
Stand 16 lays on a west facing hillside with very steep terrain. The lower elevation of the stand
adjacent to Liberty Creek is composed of grand fir and Douglas fir with small amounts of western red
cedar, western hemlock and trace amounts of western white pine. The upper slopes, hillsides, and
depressions are composed of medium to large size Douglas fir and ponderosa pine saw timber.
Douglas fir is more common in the shaded areas and depressions, and ponderosa pine dominates the
exposed upper slopes and ridge tops. Throughout the upper slopes of the stand are many large open
non-forested areas containing only grass, rock and shrubs with small areas of ponderosa pine
regeneration. The stand is uneven-aged with timber present in a wide variety of sizes and ages. Large
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mature overstory timber can be found scattered throughout the stand over dense patches of codominant medium to large size saw timber and pole-size trees. Much larger timber is consistently
present along Liberty Creek and in the draws and depressions. Regeneration is variable in the stand.
Ponderosa pine and Douglas fir regeneration are present in patches on the upper slopes, and grand
fir/Douglas fir regeneration is common and fairly continuous along the shaded bottomland mixed with
overstory timber. Tall brush and brush mixed with grass are very common in areas of dense
continuous timber, especially in the draws and lower elevations next to Liberty Creek. In these areas
the vegetation forms continuous ground and ladder fuels, increasing the wildfire potential, especially on
steep slopes.
Soils underlying stand 16 are the Boulder Creek, ashy silt loam Mica peak-Spokane complex and
Quinnamose-Mica peak complex. These are moderate to low productive soils with potential forest
productivity ratings for Douglas fir of 49-73 cu ft. /ac/yr., and Site Index rating of 60-76 ft. The forest
habitat types of this stand are the grand fir/ninebark and Douglas fir/ninebark series on the upper
hillsides, and western red cedar/lady fern at the lower elevations along Liberty Creek (NRCS Soils
Report). Following are representative pictures of Stand 16.
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Timber Characteristics
Liberty Lake Regional Park Stand 16
AverageTimber Characteristics
78 Acres
Stocking (T/Ac.)
429
Diameter (Inches)
13.9
Basal Area (sq ft/ac)
100
Net Volume / Ac. (mbf)
10.57
Defect (%)
9.60
Saw Log Volume, Stand 16
Liberty Lake Regional Park, 78 acres
mbf = one thousand board feet
Gross
Net
mbf
Species
Net mbf
Defect mbf/Acre
Douglas fir
354
9.6%
4.08
320
Grand fir
67
9.0%
0.78
61
Ponderosa pine
496
9.7%
5.72
448
Total
917
829
9.6%
10.57

Health
The general health of stand 16 is good. Minor isolated occurrences of dwarf mistletoe were observed
and there are a few small patches of root rot along the lower slope, but these health issues do not
appear to be widespread. The root rot infected areas contain standing dead, broken and dying timber,
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creating openings dominated by shrubs and hardwood trees. Scattered ponderosa pine mortality from
pine beetle was observed in the stand, most likely caused by overcrowding and recent dry climate
conditions and also does not appear to be a widespread problem due to the patchy nature of the tree
cover.
Objectives and Desired Future Conditions
Management objective for Stand 16 is to perform a commercial thinning in the stand in the next 10-20
years to reduce competition between the larger overstory unless a health issue arises that requires
more immediate attention. In the next 2-5 years a pre-commercial thinning should be conducted along
the trail and lower elevations of the stand adjacent to the Liberty Creek, and in patches of pine
regeneration on the upper slopes to reduce fire risk and release small trees from overcrowding. The
desired future condition is a healthy vigorously growing stand of mixed age timber that has a low fire
risk.
Recommended Practices
Commercial thinning in 10-20 years will improve the growth and vigor of commercial size timber by
reducing competition for limited soil resources. The stand will require a temporary road built along the
eastern property line to facilitate harvest with a cable yarding system. This will alleviate the need for
road building along Liberty Creek which would disrupt hiking, biking and other recreational activities.
Roads are present near the eastern stand boundary that would provide temporary access for new road
development. See Roads and Access section for a map identifying potential harvest road location. In
2-5 years pre-commercial thinning should be conducted. Pre-commercial thinning will lower fire spread
potential by reducing the density of the smaller non-commercial trees in the stand, lessening the
chance of a ground fire becoming a crown fire. Pre-commercial thinning would also improve tree
growth and reduce stress during dry periods by reducing competition for limited soil resources. The
dense patches of saplings along the lower slopes adjacent to Liberty Creek should be thinned to a
spacing of 12-15 feet, retaining trees that have good form and crowns. After thinning the residual trees
should be pruned to reduce ladder fuels. Slash produced from the thinning and pruning along Liberty
Creek should be piled by hand and burned during the wet season or covered and burned in the winter.
This will improve the aesthetics along the Liberty Creek Trail. Thinning and pruning slash from thinning
along the upper slopes can be lopped and scattered since this area is mostly out of sight from most
visitors to the Park.
No Action Alternative
Without treatment, the dense patches of regeneration on the upper slopes and along Liberty Creek will
continue to grow and compete for limited soil resources with a reduction in tree vigor and growth. As
competition continues, the weaker trees will be vulnerable to attack from bark beetles creating pockets
of mortality. Bark beetles can spread into larger more valuable trees and adjoining ownerships under
severe conditions, increasing fuel loads and overall wildfire risk in the area. This stand is highly visible
from the Liberty Lake Trail that follows Liberty Creek. Reduced forest health and a wildfire will impact
the aesthetic quality of the area.
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UNIT NUMBER: STAND 17

Area: 87 acres

Description of Management Unit
Stand 17 is located in the southwest corner of the Liberty Lake Regional Park. The stand lays on a
moderately steep to steep, uniformly shaped hillside with a northwest aspect, highly visible from Liberty
Lake and the I-90 corridor. Stand 17 is primarily an even-aged, one-storied stand of young pole to
small sawlog size timber, densely stocked with few open areas. Scattered through the stand are a few
large legacy trees. The understory is primarily grand fir saplings and tall brush in patches associated
with openings in the canopy, and crown density. Forest fire appears to have played a role in the stands
development approximately 50-70 years ago. The older legacy timber most likely survived a standreplacing fire, and the younger timber is the second growth that regenerated the site after the fire.
Species composition of the stand is predominantly grand fir and Douglas fir with a small amount of
western larch. Western red cedar and western hemlock are present in very small amounts within
depressions and as understory regeneration. The large old legacy trees are Douglas fir and western
larch. Disease appears to be very low in the stand and is limited to small pockets of root rot and
scattered mortality caused by bark beetle activity most likely brought on by stress from overcrowding.
Tree crowns are generally high above the ground with sparse understory vegetation throughout most of
the stand indicating low ladder fuels potential. Brush and ground vegetation is more pronounced in the
small openings in the forest canopy. This along with the cool moist northeasterly aspect of the stand
and elevation indicates that fire risk is moderate to low.
Soils underlying stand 17 is the Boulder Creek ashy silt loam. This is a moderate to highly productive
soils with a potential forest productivity rating for Douglas fir of 103-104 cu ft. /ac/yr., and Site Index
rating of 69-80 ft. depending on slope. The forest habitat type of this stand is primarily western
hemlock/wild ginger (NRCS Soils Report). Following are representative pictures of Stand 17.
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Timber Characteristics
Liberty Lake Regional Park Stand 17
AverageTimber Characteristics
87 Acres
Stocking (T/Ac.)
612
Diameter (Inches)
9.0
Basal Area (sq ft/ac)
177
Net Volume / Ac. (mbf)
11.13
Defect (%)
11.90
Saw Log Volume, Stand 17
Liberty Lake Regional Park, 87 acres
mbf = one thousand board feet
Gross
Net
mbf
Species
Net mbf
Defect mbf/Acre
Douglas fir
378
9.8%
3.91
341
Grand fir
626
13.6%
6.22
541
Western larch
96
9.4%
1.00
87
Total
1,100
969
11.9%
11.13

Health
The general health of stand 17 is very good. The stand is overstocked with mostly young good quality
timber with little sign of stress. Disease and insect activity is generally low. No immediate treatment is
needed in this stand
Objectives Recommended Practices and Desired Future Conditions
Management objective for Stand 17 is to leave the stand to grow for the next 10-20 years, at which time
it should be reassessed for commercial thinning unless a health issue arises that requires attention
sooner. Thinning in the future would remove high risk, poor quality, and competing trees, and allow
species selection that will benefit the long-term growth and viability of the stand. Species selection
would focus on removal of grand fir whenever possible in favor of retaining Douglas fir and western
larch. There is a limited number of snags and down and dead woody material in the stand, possibly
due to past fire activity. Some legacy trees should be retained during a commercial thinning to provide
vertical structure as well as a source for snags and downed woody material. The desired future
condition is a well-stocked stand of several tree species in two or more distinct age classes, widely
spaced and growing well with the opportunity to conduct selective harvests periodically in the future.
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MONITORING
Monitoring the health and condition of all stands should be carried out periodically on a continuous
basis. The stands should be monitored for insect and disease outbreaks, invasive plant species and the
survival, distribution, and abundance of conifer regeneration on an annual basis. Controlling forest
pests is one of the most important aspects of managing a healthy forest. When an occurrence or issue
is discovered on the property it should be treated promptly and aggressively to suppress and possibly
eradicate the problem. In managing and attempting to mitigate the effects of forest health issues,
prevention is an important tool.

Management Plan Implementation Schedule
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PRESCRIBED TREATMENTS MAP
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PRESCRIBED SILVICULTURAL TREATMENTS
The following is a brief description of the silvicultural treatments that are suggested to occur on the
property. These definitions are meant to familiarize the reader with management options identified in
the individual stand descriptions and assessments section beginning on page 12.
Shaded Fuel Break
A shaded fuel break is a strip of land where fuel has been modified to make a less favorable
microclimate for surface fires. This treatment is intended to reduce the likelihood of a surface fire
reaching the upper canopy, thereby making the stand more resilient to fire mortality. Shaded
fuelbreaks maintain cooler and moister understory conditions and understory vegetation remains
greener longer into the growing season, helping to reduce fire spread within the fuelbreak area. This is
generally accomplished through a variety of mechanical and/or hand treatments which focus on
reduction of understory and mid-story ladder fuels which provide continuity to the upper canopy. This
treatment frequently involves removal of understory trees up to 8 inches DBH, along with woody shrubs
greater than 2 feet in height. Some understory trees may be retained, but only if they do not create a
ladder fuel condition and are spaced at least 10 feet from the nearest woody fuel. If performed
adjacent to roads or other infrastructure, it may also involve the removal or reduction of snags greater
than 20 feet in height. Pruning of the lower limbs of retained trees is also conducted, generally up to a
height of 8 feet or more, but never more than 50 percent of the live crown. All activity slash generated
from shaded fuel break treatments is disposed of through burning, chipping or mastication.
Fuels Reduction
Fuels reduction is a general term that describes methods used to treat vegetation for the purpose of
mitigating fire hazard. Fuels reduction treatments are the reduction of surface fuels, increasing the
height of live crown, decreasing crown density, and retaining large trees of fire resistant species.
Useful tools to achieve these objectives include pre-commercial thinning (PCT) and slash disposal
operation through various stand level prescriptions. The treatment employed is designed to minimize
crown fire potential and reduce risk of tree mortality caused by fire. Fuels reductions utilizes
mechanical and hand methods for vegetation treatment and removal as well as full disposal of activity
slash through burning, chipping or mastication.
Variable Density Thinning (VDT)
Variable density thinning involves the removal of commercial timber with the ultimate goal of improving
stand health and forest structure. The resulting spatial distribution of the stand is intended to mimic the
pre-fire exclusion condition of the stand. Most often, this will involve “thinning from below” (removing
suppressed and intermediate trees), removal of shade-tolerant species and retention of dominant and
co-dominant seral species. While basal area ranges may be used as a guideline for VDT treatments,
the primary concern is to create a variety of stocking densities across the treatment area to provide for
the functions identified above. Understory treatments will often follow a VDT treatment in order to meet
the desired future condition of the stand.
Commercial Thinning
The ideal number of crop trees to grow through to the end of a stand's rotation age is approximately
150-180 trees per acre depending on site conditions. This average range applies to more mesic
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conditions. When an even-aged stand of younger merchantable-sized timber has a significantly greater
number of trees per acre, a commercial thinning should occur to lessen the inter-tree competition and
to concentrate the growth on the potential crop trees. In a commercial thinning harvest, defective,
poorly formed, poor vigor, and suppressed trees should be targeted for removal as well as any
additional trees necessary to reach the desired stocking level and species composition.
Seed Tree/Shelterwood
Seed tree or shelterwood harvests promote even-aged stands. When existing stands are harvested,
approximately 10-30 trees per acre are retained. The trees, of good quality and vigor, are retained for a
seed source for natural regeneration as well as for shelter for the newly established tree seedlings.
After the regeneration has become well established with acceptable stocking levels, and the trees are
generally larger than 2-3 feet in height, the seed and shelter trees are harvested to release the
established understory. If some areas do not re-establish seedlings with natural regeneration,
supplemental planting should occur to stock those areas.
Sanitation Harvest
A sanitation harvest is the cutting of trees for the purpose of removing insects or diseases from a stand
or forest area. This method of harvest is used to prevent the diseases or pest from spreading to other
nearby trees. It is a form of intermediate management and is used primarily to improve an already
existing stand of timber.
Salvage Harvest
A salvage harvest is the practice of removing individual trees or clusters of trees from the forest that
have been damaged by wildfire, severe weather, insect damage or other natural disturbance in order to
recover economic value that would otherwise be lost. Although the primary motivation for a salvage
harvest is economic, this selective harvest method has been used to reduce intensity of future wildfires,
and slow buildup of insect infestations.
Pre-commercial Thinning (PCT)
Pre-commercial thinning (PCT) occurs in young stands that are growing with very high stocking levels.
An ideal stand to thin would be one where the trees are less than 15 feet tall and in excess of 400 trees
per acre. The ideal target stocking level for trees of this size is around 250 trees per acre. Species
selection is generally the same as for a commercial thin with an average spacing between trees of
approximately 12-15 feet.
Reforestation
Natural reforestation occurs when viable seed germinates and becomes an established seedling that
can grow to maturity. Silvicultural treatments to control sunlight, space and nutrients favor different
species’ reforestation abilities. Tree planting, with stock from a nursery, is done early in the spring and
later in the fall when conditions favorable to the seedlings are found. The art and science of tree
planting has progressed to improve seedling survival, genetics and cost effectiveness. Currently,
containerized seedlings are preferred by many. Each seedling is germinated and grown for at least one
year in growing medium that stays with the tree as it is out planted. This “plug” of growing medium
helps the seedling to survive the stress and strain of transplanting and also makes the planting process
less prone to error. Advantages of successful natural regeneration are low cost and proven tree
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genetics. Advantages of tree planting are control of species composition, possible improvement of
genetics and stocking level control.
Site Preparation
One of the major obstacles to seedling survival, both natural and planted, is shrub and grass
competition. In most stands, a major component of the understory is shrub and grass species rather
than the desired tree seedlings. This becomes a management challenge when stands are opened up
and shrubs quickly occupy the open space. Proper site preparation is crucial for planting success.
Numerous site preparation methods are available to treat competing shrubs and grasses.

Mechanical site preparation- ripping the brush out with an excavator or crawler tractor equipped
with a brush blade can be feasible and a low cost method in areas with low to moderate slopes (035%).

Chemical site preparation- is another alternative available. Herbicide spraying would kill the
brush and grass and allow the seedlings optimal growing conditions for the critical time period following
planting. Broadcast spraying (through means of aerial application), although effective, would not be
cost efficient unless conducted at a larger scale. Since none of the recommended silvicultural
prescriptions will create this large of a planting area, this option is most likely unfeasible. As a result,
the most practical herbicide solution would be ground-based broadcast spray applications with
backpack sprayers. The chemical could be concentrated on areas where it would do the most good,
such as on lower clumps and around existing openings and gaps. Roundup (glyphosate) mixed with
other site specific herbicides, have proven to be effective on the brush species present throughout the
property and will not damage most tree species if applied prior to planting. Spot herbicide applications
(immediately around planted seedlings) are another option, which are applied during planting
operations and are effective when vegetation competition is at lower levels.

During the planting process, depending on site conditions, scalps can be made. A scalp peels
back heavy sod or grass, shrubs and heavy duff to reveal mineral soil where the seedling is then
planted. Scalps vary in size from 1 to 9 square feet.
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SPECIAL SITES AND SOCIAL CONSIDERATIONS
ARCHEOLOGICAL, CULTURAL AND HISTORIC SITES
There are no known cultural or historic resources on the Liberty Lake Regional Park Property. Certain
government and other programs have policy and procedures for the consideration of cultural resources.
Various laws, regulations, and directives require that certain State private and federal agencies ensure
their actions do not jeopardize cultural resources or result in the destruction or adverse impacts of the
resource. As a consultant and Technical Service Provider (TSP) for the NRCS, Northwest
Management, Inc. is required to follow policy and comply with the laws and regulations as well.
The effects of State, private and federal actions on cultural resources must be assessed. This requires
an awareness of the location of known cultural resources and training in the identification of cultural
resource indicators.
The policy requires State, private and federal organizations to routinely determine if a given action may affect
a cultural resource as part of an environmental evaluation process. Potential impacts to cultural resources
are recorded and included with correspondence to the State Historic Preservation Officer (SHPO).
An emphasis on the identification of cultural and historic resources has come to the forefront in
conservation planning on privately owned property in the last 10 years. Management of one resource
can and often does affect the other resources present on the property. Cultural and historic resources
are the link to the past and identifying and protecting these resources will ensure they are made
available for future generations to learn from and enjoy.
The landowner and contractors should look for cultural and historic resources when on the property. If
these very important resources are found to be present during pre-work activities such as inventory and
unit layout or any course of a project, work in that area should halt and the area should be flagged with
ribbon and the appropriate agency should be contacted to evaluate the site before work continues in
the immediate area.

AESTHETICS
The Liberty Lake Regional Park property has a high aesthetic value because of its natural setting, an
abundance of wildlife and position on Mica Peak and the Liberty Creek and Saltese Creek drainages.
Spokane County’s goal is to maintain the natural beauty of the property through good forest
management. This area of Spokane County is characterized by State, private and industrial forested
areas interspersed with lakes and fertile river valleys. The scenic beauty of the property blends well
with the surrounding countryside by having a mix of forest types and open areas. Managing the timber,
wildlife and water resources on the property will enhance and maintain the aesthetics in the local area.
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RECREATION
Recreational opportunities on the property include hiking, biking, hunting, foraging, wildlife viewing and
off-road vehicle travel. Activities that would enhance the recreational resource include developing
additional hiking and biking trails, planting vegetation that promotes wildlife and managing erosion and
weeds. Measures that help stabilize the soil and prevent runoff will also enhance the aesthetic,
recreational, and soil resource. The landowner wishes to maintain and enhance the current aesthetic
condition of the property through good forest management and land stewardship.

SOIL, WATER, and AIR
Soil, water, and air are all natural resources that should be monitored and assessed to ensure their
ability to continue supporting life. These three natural resources are crucial in supporting all forms of life
from microorganisms to humans. Understanding these resources and the role they play in the
environment is critical for proper forest management.

SOIL
The elevation range for the Liberty Lake Regional Park property is 2,400 feet to 3,365 feet above sea
level. The soil present on the property are volcanic ash over glacial deposits, and alluvium derived from
volcanic ash. The soil types surrounding the property are mixed in depth and level of rock and gravel
content. This varies widely due to position on the slope, steepness of the terrain and exposure. Some
soils are classified as Prime Farmland and Farmland of statewide importance if irrigated or drained, due
to soil depth organic matter and water holding capacity (NRCS Soils Report). Where favorable soil
conditions exist the land has been used in other ownerships for cultivation of crops, pasture/rangeland,
and timber production. Timberland, wooded ridges and open grass/shrubland are common in the area.
The following table identifies the significant characteristics of each soil type found on the property. A
map depicting the location and extent of each soil type is provided after the table. This information
was compiled from the Soil Survey of Spokane County, WA, using a web-based application to produce
a full Natural Resources Conservation Service (NRCS) Soil Report that describes the characteristics
and capabilities of the soil types, soil complexes and Forest Site Productivity for the entire ownership.
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SOILS CHARACTERISTICS TABLE
Map
Unit
Symbol

Soil Type

Landform

Parent Material

Depth to
Restrictive
Layer

Natural
Drainage
Class

1300

Aquepts ashy loam

Mixed alluvium

More than 80
inches

Poorly drained

3220

Stapaloop ashy fine
sandy loam

Streams
terraces, flood
plains,
drainageways
Outwash
plains

More than 80
inches

Well drained

Moderate
(about 7.4
inches)

5026,
5027

Micapeak-Spokane
complex

Hills

21-41 inches
to paralithic
bedrock

Well drained

Low (about
5.4 inches)

5037

Spokane-Rock
outcrop complex

Hills

21-41 inches
to paralithic
bedrock

Well drained

Very low
(about 2.6
inches)

5041

Spokane-Swakane
complex

Ridges on
mountains,
hills

21-41 inches
to paralithic
bedrock

Well drained

Very low
(about 2.6
inches)

5060

Bouldercreek ashy silt
loam

Mountains

More than 80
inches

Well drained

Moderate
(about 6.9
inches)

5067,
5068

QuinnamoseMicapeak complex

Hills,
mountains

43 to 60
inches to
paralithic
bedrock

Well drained

Moderate
(about 6.3
inches)

5070,
5071

Lenz-Spokane
complex

Hills

Glaciofluvial
deposits with an
influence of
volcanic ash and
loess
Volcanic ash and
loess mixed with
colluvium and
residuum
weathered from
metamorphic
rock and/or
colluvium and
residuum
weathered from
granite
Loess mixed with
minor amounts of
volcanic ash over
residuum
Loess mixed with
minor amounts of
volcanic ash over
residuum and/or
colluvium derived
from granite,
gneiss or schist
Thick mantle or
volcanic ash over
colluvium and/or
residuum
Loess mixed with
minor amounts of
volcanic ash over
residuum and/or
colluvium derived
from granite and
schist
Loess mixed with
minor amounts of
volcanic ash over
residuum and/or

21 to 41
inches to lithic
bedrock

Well drained

Very low
(about 2.2
inches)
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storage in
profile
Low (about
5.8 inches)
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50725074

Lenz-Rock outcrop

Hills

5080

Vaywood medial silt
loam

Ridges,
mountains

5090

Brevco-Ardtoo
complex

Hills,
mountains

51105112

Bouldercreek ashy silt
loam

Mountains

5113

Bouldercreek, dryKellerbutte complex

Mountains

5114

Bouldercreek-Rock
outcrop-Bouldercreek,
dry complex

Mountains

5122

Kellerbutte-Brevco
complex

Hills,
mountains

5212,
5213

Kruse ashy silt loam

Hills

5313

Kramerhill-Spokane
complex

Hills

colluvium derived
from granitic and
metamorphic
rocks
Loess mixed with
minor amounts of
volcanic ash over
residuum and/or
colluvium derived
from granitic and
metamorphic
rocks
Thick mantle of
volcanic ash over
residuum and
colluvium
weathered from
granite and
gneiss
Loess mixed with
minor amounts of
volcanic ash over
residuum and/or
colluvium derived
from granite
Volcanic ash
over residuum
weathered from
gneiss
Volcanic ash
over residuum
weathered from
gneiss and schist
Volcanic ash
over residuum
weathered from
gneiss
Thick mantle of
volcanic ash over
colluvium and
residuum
weathered from
granite and
gneiss
Loess mixed with
minor amounts of
volcanic ash over
residuum and
colluvium
weathered from
granite, gneiss,
and schist
Residuum and
colluvium
weathered from
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21 to 41
inches to lithic
bedrock

Well drained

Very low
(about 2.2
inches)

More than 80
inches

Well drained

Moderate
(about 6.9
inches)

21 to 41
inches to lithic
bedrock

Well drained

Very low
(about 2.4
inches)

More than 80
inches

Well drained

Moderate
(about 7.0
inches)

More than 80
inches

Well drained

Moderate
(about 6.7
inches)

More than 80
inches

Well drained

Moderate
(about 7.0
inches)

62 to 65
inches to lithic
bedrock

Well drained

Low (about
5.3 inches)

More than 80
inches

Well drained

Moderate
(about 7.9
inches)

41 to 60
inches to

Well drained

Moderate
(about 6.4
inches)
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5314

Spokane-Kramerhill
complex

Hills,
mountains

5321

Kramerhill-UhligSkalan complex

Hills

saprolitic gneiss,
quartzite, latah
formation mixed
with loess and
volcanic ash in
the upper part
Loess mixed with
minor amounts of
volcanic ash over
residuum and/or
colluvium derived
from granite,
gneiss or schist
Residuum and
colluvium
weathered from
saprolitic gneiss,
quartzite, latah
formation mixed
with loess and
volcanic ash in
the upper part
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paralithic
bedrock

21 to 41
inches to
paralithic
bedrock

Well drained

Very low
(about 2.6
inches)

41 to 60
inches to
paralithic
bedrock

Well drained

Moderate
(about 6.4
inches)
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SOILS MAP
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Forest Productivity
The potential productivity of merchantable or common trees on a soil is expressed as a site index and
as a volume growth rate value. The site index is the average height, in feet, that dominant and
codominant trees of a given species attain in a specified number of years. For this property site index
ranges from 46-80 feet for Douglas fir in 50 years and 52-108 feet for ponderosa pine in 50 years
depending on soil type. The site index applies to fully stocked, even-aged, unmanaged stands.
Common trees are those that forest land managers generally favor in intermediate or improvement
cuttings. They are selected on the basis of growth rate, quality, value, and marketability. Potential forest
productivity on the property ranges from 32-104 cubic feet per acre per year growth for Douglas fir and
22-102 cubic feet per acre per year growth for ponderosa pine depending on soil type. Forest growth
and Site Index information for each specific soil was compiled from the Soil Survey of Spokane County,
WA derived from a full Natural Resources Conservation Service (NRCS) Soil Report generated from
the NRCS Web Soil Survey that describes the characteristics and capabilities of the soil types and soil
complexes and Forest Site Productivity for the entire ownership.
The main concern of producing and harvesting timber on any soil type is water erosion, slope and plant
competition. All forest soil types on the property except for the Hardesty silt loam and Peone silt loam
are rated as severe for erosion hazard on unsurfaced roads and trails by the NRCS soils information.
The Hardesty soil is rated as Moderate, and Peone as Slight according to the report. A severe rating
indicates that significant erosion is expected, that the roads and trails require frequent maintenance,
and that costly erosion-control measures are needed. Soil types formed by loess tend to have rapid
runoff and are prone to severe erosion. Compaction is another concern as the soil is easily compacted
under moist soil conditions. For these reasons, the timing of harvest and other treatments by groundbased equipment should be carefully planned. To reduce the potential impact, equipment use should
occur only when soils are dry or frozen. Following harvest activities, reforestation must be carefully
managed to reduce competition from undesirable understory plants. Soil disturbance from harvest
operations can lead to total occupancy of tall shrubs and introduction of unwanted invasive species.
Minimizing the amount of soil disturbance is important to avoid excessive shrub competition. Some
logging slash should be left on the forest floor to recycle nutrients, reduce erosion, and provide microsites for seedling establishment.

TOPOGRAPHY
The Liberty Lake Regional Park property lays on moderately steep to steep terrain on the foothills of
Mica Peak. Slopes on the property range from nearly flat along the bottom land next to Liberty Lake, to
steep hillsides over 60% on the upper ridgeline to Mica Peak. Elevation of the property ranges from
2,100 feet at Liberty Lake to 4,760 feet on the hilltop viewpoint near Mica Peak in section 12. Following
is a USGS topographic map of the property showing elevation contours and general topographical
characteristics of the property identified in this plan.
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TOPOGRAPHIC MAP
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ROADS AND ACCESS
Primary access to the Liberty Lake Regional Park property is via county and residential roads
maintained by the community of Liberty Lake and Spokane County. Once on the property, access is
limited to foot or bicycle only trails and a limited number of old logging roads. To restrict access and
limit the impact to the trail surface, trails are gated, ditched or fenced at primary access points leading
onto the property and at various points along the boundary between adjoining owners. Old grown over
road beds from past logging are still present in many areas of the property that can be reopened and
used for temporary access for management. The following map identifies many of these road beds,
some of which are currently used for recreational access.
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ROAD AND ACCESS MAP
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Road systems provide numerous benefits such as access for timber harvesting, recreation, fire control
and land management. Roads provide access that can increase the efficiency of fire suppression and
can act as linear fire breaks that reduce fire spread.
Detrimental effects associated with roads include sedimentation, habitat fragmentation, and losses in
soil productivity, invasion of noxious weeds, use conflicts and destructive human actions such as trash
dumping, illegal hunting, and wildfires. Weed species that disperse along roadsides can spread to
adjacent native plant communities. Actively controlling access--when and how people are permitted to
use roads--is important to mitigate detrimental effects.
The soils on the property are moderately suited for natural surface roads and harvest operability. The
main factors that influence road building and heavy equipment use are strength and slope of the soil.
Surface erosion from road surfaces, cut banks and ditches can be a significant source of sediment in
streams. Rates of sediment delivery are highest in the first five years following road construction and
can be closely related to traffic volume on unpaved roads. Surface erosion problems are worse where
roads are constructed on highly erodible soils. Lack of road maintenance or poorly timed maintenance
can contribute to increases in sediment production from existing roads. Implementing improved road
construction standards and actively maintaining roads will reduce road-related surface erosion. Road
location, design, construction, and maintenance are especially critical near streams. Placement of
surfacing material, installation of proper drainage structures and prompt establishment of vegetation on
road surfaces are actions that will reduce sediment production from roads.
Controlling erosion from forest road systems directly affects water quality and sedimentation deposits.
Active road system management will enhance benefits received from the existence of a road system.
Many of the detrimental effects associated with roads can be mitigated through planning, access
control, maintenance and restricting how and when roads are utilized by people and vehicles. Roads
with chronic sedimentation or erosion problems can be rehabilitated, relocated or decommissioned.
Poorly vegetated roadways and trails are vulnerable to weed infestation and soil erosion. Disturbed
soils along roadways also provide excellent seedbeds for most weed species. Motor vehicles,
equipment and animals moving along the roadway disperse weed seeds picked up from other
locations. Motor traffic also digs ruts that channel water increasing soil erosion. For these reasons,
trails and roadways should be monitored on an annual basis and weeds found along the route should
be promptly controlled by spraying or hand pulling/mowing. Grass seeding roads and trails as well as
restricting access to motor vehicles and cattle are effective methods of controlling weed establishment
and reducing the potential for soil erosion.
Nearly all of the forest soil types in consideration for roads and trails on the Liberty Lake Regional Park
property are rated as Severe for erosion hazard (NRCS Soils Report). A severe rating indicates “that
significant erosion is expected, that the roads or trails require frequent maintenance, and that costly
erosion-control measures are needed”. The soils are easily rutted from use during wet periods, limiting
access at certain times of the year.
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The Liberty Lake Regional Park has several areas where roads and trail are in poor condition and need
rehabilitation and repair. A recently built bulldozer fire line is present in stand 12, on the west side of
the park. The fire line/trail appears to have been developed in 2016 or 2017 for a small fire, and as of
October 2017 had not been rehabilitated. The fire line does not have water bars or rolling dips to
channel off the water, and the trail surface needs to be grass seeded to prevent weed invasion and
surface erosion. Old logging roads are also present in stand 12 that are used by the public for hiking,
mountain bike riding, and motorcycles. The surface of the old logging roads is severely eroded with
deep ruts and channeling. Water erosion is cutting into the road surface and running down the road
exposing soil and harboring weeds. Road and trail maintenance/repair is needed in stand 12 to reduce
the impact. Following are pictures of the recent fire line followed by the logging roads in stand 12.

Recently built fire line/trail Stand 12
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Old Logging Roads Stand 12

WATER
There are two streams on the Liberty Lake Regional Park property that are classified as having high
fish, wildlife, or human use. Liberty Creek passes through the Cedar Grove Conservation Area and the
northeastern portion of the Regional Park, and Quinnamose Creek passes through the extreme
southwest corner of the Liberty Lake Conservation Area in stand 12. Both of these streams are
classified as type F streams by the Washington DNR. This classification also extends to the southern
portion of Liberty Lake located on the north end of the property. Type F waters include streams, lakes,
and ponds that are used by fish, amphibians, wildlife, and for drinking water. All other watercourses on
the property are classified as either Type Np, Ns or U streams. Type Np streams are non-fish streams
that have flow year round and may have spatially intermittent dry reaches downstream of perennial
flow. Type Np streams do not meet the physical criteria of the Type F stream. Type Ns streams are
non-fish streams that do not have surface flow during at least some portion of the year and do not meet
the physical criteria of a Type F stream. Type U streams are untyped water features that have not
been verified or the typing is unknown (WADNR Forest Practices Manual). All typed waters on forest
land have specific characteristics and restrictions that define the riparian management zone for
conducting forest management activities.
Episodic weather such as rain-on-snow events and isolated heavy rainstorms can produce high runoff
and flooding. High runoff occurs primarily from February to April and can significantly increase erosion
and sediment transport in unprotected drainages. It is important that depressions and intermitted
drainages within any property be protected from sedimentation and pollution. This is accomplished by
limiting intensive ranching, farming recreation and logging activities directly adjacent to the stream and
by preserving or restoring natural riparian habitat.
The following map identifies the major roads and water resources within the management area of the
Liberty Lake Regional Park property.
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ROAD/WATER MAP
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WETLANDS AND RIPARIAN AREAS
There are several significant wetlands and riparian areas on the Liberty Lake Regional Park property.
Wetlands and riparian zones provide some of the most important wildlife habitat in the forest. Wetlands
are land areas saturated with water permanently or seasonally creating a distinct type of vegetation
adapted to the saturated soils. A large wetland is located on the north end of the park (south end of
Liberty Lake) along the lower reach of Liberty Creek, and the freshwater estuary formed where Liberty
Creek enters Liberty Lake. This is a zone of fluctuating slack water that produces bogs and areas
where beaver and aquatic plants and wildlife flourish. Portions of stands 2, 3, 4 and 5 lay adjacent to
this zone. The vegetation along the wetland area has a wider diversity of cover vegetation than is
present in the adjoining stands.
A riparian zone or riparian area is the interface between land and a stream or river where the
vegetation is distinctly different than the upland area creating a green belt containing more vegetation
that is adapted to and dependent on wet soil conditions. Riparian zones lay adjacent to Liberty Creek
and Quinnamose Creek and their major tributaries. Riparian and wetland areas are important for water
quality, stream stability, and fisheries habitat. Riparian and wetland areas typically occupy a small
percentage of the forested landscape but are important islands of biological diversity and ecological
significance. Grazing, timber harvesting, lawn fertilization and road construction can drastically disturb
riparian plant communities. Healthy riparian and wetland areas reduce water velocity and the impact of
downstream flooding. They also filter and spread water and stabilize stream banks during high water
events. Grasses, shrubs, and trees in the riparian areas catch and hold sediments and attached
pollutants before they flow into larger water bodies downstream. Healthy riparian and wetland sites
provide critical habitat for many wildlife species. The density and diversity of species are higher in
riparian and wetland areas than in range and forest lands.
General management guidelines for a healthy stream and riparian corridor include:
•Ensure the stream follows a natural stream channel and has access to a floodplain. Sinuous
channels reduce the velocity of the water reducing erosion/sedimentation and reducing the effects
of floods.
•Maintain a shrub understory in all riparian areas. Understory plants provide food and cover for
numerous wildlife species. Shrub species provide excellent erosion control along streams.
•Maintain a buffer strip of riparian vegetation adjacent to streams and wetlands. Buffer strips reduce
sedimentation, stabilize stream banks and slow flood waters.
•Retain snags and broken top trees for cavity-nesting wildlife where they do not present a safety
hazard.
•Avoid locating structures and roads in riparian and wetland areas.
•Retain streamside trees and shrubs for thermal cover, debris recruitment and stream bank stability.
Special attention to riparian buffer zones is of utmost importance when conducting timber harvest
activities. A Riparian Management Zone (RMZ), as defined by the Washington Forest Practices Rules
has specific guidelines for identifying the RMZ, and must be followed when conducting harvest
operations near streams. Washington required Best Management Practices (BMPs) and rules
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pertaining to timber harvesting within an RMZs will be followed when a stream is encountered on or
adjacent to the property during a timber harvest operation. RMZ buffers need to be flagged in by a
qualified forester before any timber harvest can take place.
Lush intact riparian plant communities are present along the streams on the Liberty Lake Regional Park
property. Dense grass, shrubs and large woody debris of variable size is present within the forested
side draws and small runoff channels that drain the property. It is important to maintain woody debris in
seasonal draws and typed stream channels where ever possible to minimize soil erosion, slow water
movement and to maintain the natural functions of potential riparian habitats which in turn will enhance
wildlife habitat and water quality. Large woody debris, dead standing trees, and large diameter trees
should be retained when possible within RMZs. Building skid trails and access roads near typed
streams and seasonally wet areas should be avoided. Any logging or recreation trails that approach the
RMZs should be seeded to cover vegetation after disturbance and properly maintained with water
diversion structures to reduce the potential for erosion and sedimentation. Any future access roads
developed on the property should use culverts when crossing stream channels and water bars or rolling
dips on roads to divert water flow where necessary to mitigate soil erosions and potential
sedimentation.

CARBON
Forests play a key role in the global carbon cycle by capturing, storing and cycling carbon. Forests can
be either a “carbon sink” or a “carbon source”. Trees capture carbon dioxide from the atmosphere
during photosynthesis and emit oxygen while building sugars to form new growth. The trees are
collectively acting as a “carbon sink”, effectively storing carbon. Trees release carbon dioxide, acting as
a “carbon source”, during respiration and after they die, through decomposition and burning. In general,
the combined effect of photosynthesis and respiration enables the tree to absorb more carbon dioxide
from the atmosphere than it releases. Young, vigorous forests store carbon faster than older, mature
forests, although older, mature forests store more carbon overall due to their larger biomass. In very old
forests, respiration and decomposition exceed photosynthesis and the trees begin to expel more
carbon than they absorb.
Increased use of wood products and wood energy represent part of the solution to reduce greenhouse
gases. When trees are harvested, carbon is removed from the forest environment but not released into
the atmosphere. If the trees are used for lumber, the carbon can be stored for many decades in solid
form. If the wood is used for energy or heating, carbon is released into the atmosphere.
Forest management can help meet the world’s energy and material needs and limit atmospheric carbon
dioxide. Using sustainably harvested timber as a building material releases significantly less carbon
dioxide into the atmosphere than using other materials such as concrete or steel. The carbon pool
stored in wood products more than makes up for the carbon dioxide released during the harvest and
manufacture of those products. Additionally, increasing and maintaining the forested area and limiting
wildfires keeps carbon sequestered in the forest. Managing current forests to withstand disturbances
such as disease, insects, windstorms, and wildfire is essential to limit the loss of forested area. For
example, a commercially thinned stand of trees, where the unhealthiest trees were harvested, can
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withstand an insect outbreak or wildfire more readily than that same stand of trees if it had not been
harvested. In the managed stand, the carbon is transferred from the forest into wood products whereas
if the stand was overstocked or otherwise stressed, subsequent mortality from insects, disease or
wildfire would release the carbon into the atmosphere. Increasing forested area through afforestation
(planting trees on non-forested sites) is another way to sequester carbon and create biological diversity.

CLIMATE RESILIENCE
Climate warming is expected to trigger major changes in disturbance processes, plant and animal
species dynamics, and hydrological responses to create new plant communities and alter landscapes
that may be quite different from historical conditions. Lack of diverse forest structure and species
composition can contribute to more severe forest health and wildfire impact issues than would have
occurred historically under changing climate conditions. Silvicultural treatments/prescriptions are
designed to improve forest health and fire resilience and move forest stands towards a more diverse
historic range of variability. The efficacy of treatments provides more opportunity for ecosystem
response to changing climate conditions by providing a broad range of habitats that may have elements
that will thrive under the changing conditions.

FISH, WILDLIFE HABITAT, and BIODIVERSITY
FISH & WILDLIFE
Many wildlife species use the Liberty Lake Regional Park property for food, shelter, and security. The
property has a wide distribution of cover vegetation along with areas that provide winter and summer
food sources. The following mammals are known to inhabit the mixed conifer forest type present on
and near the property; cottontail rabbit, chipmunk, red squirrel, raccoon, porcupine, skunk, weasel,
white-tailed deer, deer mouse, little brown myotis (bat), shrews/voles, black bear, coyotes, bobcat,
turkey, grouse, cougar, elk and moose. Some common reptiles found in the area include lizards and
snakes, and common, water-loving amphibians include salamanders, turtles, frogs, and toads. Diverse
and persistent forest, shrub, and herbaceous plants arranged with consideration to special habitat
features such as water, edge, snags, openings, and other features will increase year-round wildlife use
of the property. While the property already exhibits many of these attributes, protecting and enhancing
cover vegetation and riparian areas will increase usage by wildlife. Wildlife abundance, the total number
of individuals of a species in the area, could be increased with additional management of cover
vegetation, maintenance of openings, and protection of sensitive habitats.

BIODIVERSITY
All forest-dependent wildlife require water, food, shelter from inclement weather (both summer and
winter) and cover from predators for breeding, rearing of young and feeding. The mixture of forest
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vegetation types and landforms determines the suitability of habitat for each particular wildlife species.
A diverse mixture of tree and shrub species, sizes and age classes, as well as dead and dying trees in
the form of snags and coarse woody debris (fallen trees and large logging debris) will increase wildlife
species diversity and abundance. The presence of water and associated vegetation (riparian and
wetland areas) in proximity to diverse forest habitats enhances biological diversity.
In order to produce high-quality wildlife habitat in a forest land setting, managers manipulate the type
and arrangement of tree cover present on the property. Generally, wildlife habitat management is
intended to promote different forest cover types to provide the necessary food, cover and water
requirements for a broad spectrum of wildlife species. A mosaic of forest age classes and types,
interspersed with adequate edge habitat, is a feasible way of enhancing the wildlife populations in an
area.
It is important to consider habitats (or lack thereof) located around the subject property; this is often
called the landscape matrix. This offers an overall picture of how a particular parcel could be managed
in comparison to adjacent habitats. The matrix can impact how animals use patches of habitat. Land
uses within a matrix can differ in their impact on related wildlife. Conversion of forests to residential
development or agriculture is often regarded as permanent habitat loss, while silvicultural disturbances
tend to provide a more heterogeneous structure and often provide quality habitat for wildlife. The
landscape matrix may provide clues to a land manager of the potential wildlife uses of a particular
property and thus, how to manage it.
As previously mentioned, wildlife species have a set of specialized requirements, including food, water,
and cover. If one of these requirements is in short supply, the overall effectiveness of the habitat is
reduced. A requirement in short supply is referred to as a limiting factor. Limiting factors are
comparable to the staves in a barrel - if one of the barrel staves reaches only part-way to the top, then
the barrel will only hold water up to that level. The barrel staves represent different habitat aspects of
food, water, and cover. A habitat’s effectiveness or ability to support wildlife is based on its most limiting
factor. These three factors - cover, food, and water - can be further broken down into sub-factors.
Cover
High plant diversity across a landscape provides cover requirements for many species. Cover
requirements also differ within a species depending on the time of year and the activity of the animal.
The cover can be broken down into sub-components of thermal and security cover; these differ in their
functions but may occupy the same site.
The vegetation that provides thermal cover is generally denser than security cover. The thermal cover
provides animals protection from the elements by providing them with warmer conditions in winter and
cooler conditions in summer. Thermal cover requirements vary with species and range from conifer
thickets for larger mammals, such as deer and elk, to grass cover used by smaller mammals, such as
mice and voles.
Security cover provides animals protection from predators. Uses include resting, loafing, bedding and
feeding areas, as well as travel corridors and areas for rearing young.
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The most effective habitat includes components of thermal and security cover in proximity to the other
main habitat components of food and water. Interspersion of the important components increases an
animal’s ability to travel between and use the various areas for feeding, security, and reproduction. A
local area may be improved for wildlife without increasing the amount of any food or cover resource if
the interspersion of the needed resources is increased. In addition, the interspersion of the various
habitat components can produce “edge habitat.”
Food
High plant diversity also offers a broad variety of foods needed by different species. Deer, moose, and
elk vary in their food choices. White-tailed deer commonly browse the tips of woody trees and shrubs
and forage on broad-leaved forbs when they are available. Elk grazes herbaceous plants such as
grasses, and clover, feeding on browse when it is readily available. Moose are primarily browsers,
preferring the tips of woody trees and shrubs, especially willows and red-osier dogwood. They will also
consume a variety of broad-leaved forbs and aquatic plants, depending on availability.
Water
The need for water varies between species and ranges from the strong association and absolute water
requirement of amphibians and aquatic mammals to species that require only minimal amounts for
drinking. Waterfowl, including migratory ducks and geese, use open water for escape areas from
predators and also feed on aquatic insects, crustaceans, and plants. Shorebirds, such as snipe and
herons, use shallow water areas for feeding and will nest along the shorelines.
Wildlife habitat can be protected, enhanced and even created with appropriate management in
conjunction with other forest activities. A brief explanation of some of the important habitat components
follows along with management recommendations.
Snags and Coarse Woody Debris
About one-third of forest wildlife species are dependent on snags (standing dead trees) and coarse
woody debris (down logs and trees). More than 60 of these species use cavities (holes excavated in
trees) created primarily by woodpeckers for nesting and shelter. Most cavity nesters prefer the harder
and larger diameter snags; those that are in the earlier stages of decay. The taller and larger diameter
snags benefit more species for a longer period of time than the smaller snags. However, small diameter
and shorter snags (including stumps at least 3 feet in height) are also utilized for feeding and cover.
Snag dependent wildlife also use live trees with substantial amounts of decay. This includes broken
tops, large dead and/or broken branches, cracked or damaged boles, heart rot, and mistletoe and rust
brooms. Brooms (clumps of deformed branches) caused by these pathogens and parasites are readily
used by platform nesters such as hawks, owls, eagles, and ospreys and as a shelter for mammals such
as squirrels and pine martens. Most wildlife species that use snags will use trees with substantial
decay. Many of these defective trees will last for long periods of time and although they have little
economic value, they have excellent value to snag-dependent wildlife.
Coarse woody debris goes through a similar decay cycle and usage pattern as snags. The larger
diameter and longer length hard logs last longer and are used by more wildlife species than the smaller
and softer pieces of coarse woody debris.
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Understory Vegetation
This consists primarily of grasses and forbs in sunnier locations and berry-producing shrubs where
sufficient sunlight and moisture are present. Some shade tolerant understory conifers also comprise
this habitat category. Ground-nesting and foraging birds and the majority of mammals that use this
habitat feature for food, shelter, and cover. In this region and on the habitat types present on the Liberty
Lake Regional Park property, dense understory vegetation is consistent and ever-present under all of
the forest stands.
Pollinators
Flowering plants, including many fruits and vegetables, require pollination in order to become fertilized.
Pollination is the process of pollen making its way from where the male gametes are found on a
flowering plant (anthers) to where the female gametes are found on a flowering plant (ovules). Pollen is
a powdery substance that can be transferred between the anther and the ovules in a number of ways,
including wind, inadvertent transfer by animals and insects and direct transfer by animals and insects.
Direct transfer is made by animals and insects that have evolved in a symbiotic relationship with the
flowering plants. These animals and insects include birds such as hummingbirds, bees, as well as
butterflies like the monarch butterfly. The plants provide the animals with sustenance (nectar) while the
pollinator assists the plant in reproduction.
In the last decade, bee colonies have been in decline. As a primary source of pollination for many
flowering plant species, this population decline has a direct impact on many plant species. This
includes crop plants that humans rely on as well as plant species that other animal species rely on for
browsing and grazing.

THREATENED AND ENDANGERED SPECIES
This section summarizes responsibilities regarding consideration of threatened and endangered
species and State and Tribal Species of Concern during all conservation planning and technical
assistance activities. Policy regarding Endangered and Threatened Species and Species of Concern
requires planners to determine if a given action may affect these species as part of the environmental
evaluation process. Government agencies and conservation groups may conduct an environmental
evaluation to determine if the implementation of one or more conservation practices will have an effect
on species listed or proposed as threatened and endangered, candidate species for listing and State
and Tribal Species of Concern.

Species Identification
There are no known endangered species located on the Liberty Lake Regional Park property. There
are however several species listed as threatened as of July 2017 that may be present in the region.
The Yellow-billed Cuckoo (Coccyzus americanus), Canadian Lynx (Lynx Canadensis), Water howellia
(Howellia aquatilis), Spalding’s catchfly (Silene spaldingii), and Bull Trout (Salvelinus confluentus) are
listed as threatened in Spokane County.
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In November 2014, the Yellow-billed Cuckoos was listed
as a threatened species. Yellow-billed Cuckoos are
slender, long-tailed birds that manage to stay hidden in
deciduous woodlands. The yellow-billed cuckoo breeds
from southern Canada south to the Greater Antilles and
Mexico. While the yellow-billed cuckoo is common east of
the Continental Divide, biologists estimate that more than
90 percent of the bird's riparian habitat in the West has
been lost or degraded as a result of conversion to
agriculture, dams and river flow management, bank
protection, overgrazing, and competition from exotic plants
such as tamarisk.

The Canada lynx was listed as threatened on March 24,
2000 (CFR 65:16052). In the Pacific Northwest, lynx
almost always occurs in the coniferous forest above
4,000 feet in elevation. Lynx uses Engelmann spruce,
subalpine fir and lodgepole pine habitats that provide a
mosaic of forest age classes. They also use rocky areas,
bogs, and swamps. There are no known occurrences of
this species on the property and lynx are not common in
the immediate area due to a lack of suitable habitat and
few areas over 4,000 feet.

Water howellia was federally listed as threatened without critical
habitat in 1994 (U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service 1994). A recovery plan
has not yet been published for this species. Water howellia is an
annual aquatic species in the bellflower family (Campanulaceae).
Individuals are mostly submerged and rooted in bottom sediments.
Sites, where water howellia were historically found, are now within
developed urban areas. Channelization and construction of dams
along rivers have led to the loss of suitable wetland habitats. There
are no known occurrences of this plant species on the property
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Spalding’s catchfly was listed as threatened on October 10, 2001. This plant
is found in open, moist grassland communities. The plant is usually found at
1,380 to 5,100 feet elevation, in deep, productive loess soils. Plants are
generally found in swales or on north or east aspects where soil moisture is
higher. There are no known occurrences of this species of plant on the
property.

Found to be in peril by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, bull
trout were listed as a threatened species throughout their range in
1999. Bull trout are a cold-water fish of relatively pristine stream
and lake habitats in western North America. They are protected
under the Endangered Species Act. Bull Trout occupy many
streams within the Spokane River Basin.
Current BMPs, if followed according to guidelines given by the Washington DNR, are designed to
minimize site impact and degradation to wildlife habitat and water quality. Management of one resource
will affect other resources present on the property. The presence of threatened, endangered, or
otherwise sensitive species on the property may limit the time of year management can occur or totally
eliminate and exclude areas from harvesting or other management options. Identification and
documentation of unknown or newly sighted species are the best options to reach the landowner’s
goals for management of special resources. Inquiries into listings of potential threatened and
endangered species can be directed to the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service.
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FOREST HEALTH and FIRE RISKS
The primary forest health concerns on the Liberty Lake Regional Park property include localized
disease, parasites and insect outbreaks, areas of overstocked trees and susceptibility to wildfire. The
Forest Management section above identifies the specific forest health and fire risk issues identified
within each stand. The treatments prescribed in this management plan focus on controlling tree
stocking and targeting desired conifer species in order to improve long-term forest health on the
property.

FOREST HEALTH
A healthy forest is:
 Resilient to natural and human disturbance.
 Biologically diverse.
 Able to provide a sustained habitat for vegetation, wildlife, and humans.
Several forest health agents common to the property include western gall rust, Armillaria root disease,
laminated root rot, bark beetles, as well as physical damage from wildlife and weather. All agents that
could potentially affect the Liberty Lake Regional Park property are native to the area. Eliminating
impacts to individual trees is nearly impossible, but minimizing their scope and impact throughout a
forest area is achievable. A brief description of common forest health agents common in the area
follows; as well as management recommendations for each forest health issue. A more detailed
description of common forest pests found in the area can be found in the Additional Resources section
at the back of this report.
Overstocking
Trees require adequate light, water, and nutrients to maintain their health and grow to their biologic
potential. If one or more of these elements are missing or insufficient, the tree experiences stress.
Stressed trees are vulnerable to insect pests, disease problems, and reduced growth rates.
The abundance of sunlight in the forest is managed by controlling the number, size, and density of
trees. The optimal amount of sunlight varies with individual tree species present and management
goals for the property. For example, ponderosa pine requires full sunlight to reproduce successfully
whereas grand fir can reproduce in heavy shade. Douglas-fir and western white pine are able to
reproduce in partial shade. Tree thinning is the primary method used to control forest density, species
composition, and tree growth. Precommercial thinning is applied in young forests before trees have
commercial value. The objective is to cut less desirable trees and create additional growing space for
the remaining trees. Cut trees are often left in the forest to decompose. Commercial thinning is
implemented when trees are larger, older and have commercial value. Cut trees are removed and sold
to wood products manufacturers. Before tree thinning is implemented, a forester prepares a silvicultural
prescription. The prescription details the goals of the thinning project and describes how, where and
when the work will be accomplished.
The Inland Northwest typically experiences dry summers. During this period, trees depend on moisture
stored in the soil to maintain their growth. Deeper soils and cooler aspects (north and east) benefit tree
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growth because they store greater amounts of water than is available later in the growing season.
Where soils are shallow or the aspect is hot and dry (south and west), tree growth slows during drought
periods due to a lack of soil moisture. Shade-intolerant (light-loving) species are adapted to grow in hot,
sunny areas (south and west aspects) and are more resistant to drought. Shade-tolerant species grow
in cool, moist forests found on north and east aspects and adjacent to riparian areas. Shade-tolerant
species are less resistant to drought. Thinning reduces the total number of trees competing for water
allowing residual trees to obtain soil moisture for a longer period during the growing season. Forest
productivity is often enhanced when dense (overstocked) forests are thinned to reduce competition for
soil water.
The availability of nutrients in the soil will influence the potential for tree growth. Nutrient availability is
influenced by soil type and the abundance of organic material present in the soil. Fertilizer can provide
an added boost to the health and growth of a forest on some soil types. Forestry activities such as
slash disposal, prescribed burning and erosion controls are implemented to maintain or improve
nutrient availability.
Invasive Species
Noxious weeds degrade wildlife habitat, deteriorate streams and waterways, create fire hazards and
poison or injure livestock. By definition, noxious weeds are plant species that are harmful to the
environment. Noxious weeds are invader species and do not succumb to eradication, prevention, or
restoration easily. Controlling noxious weeds can be expensive and time consuming for a small
landowner.
There is not an invasive weed problem on the Liberty Lake Regional Park property, however extensive
areas of weeds are present along roads and trails. Areas away from human activity are relatively weed
free. Humans, vehicles, cattle, and wind are all vectors for transporting weed seed to new areas.
Noxious weeds can have an impact on vegetation type and productivity in any given area. The potential
for the establishment of noxious weeds should be taken into consideration when implementing
management practices. Additionally, special consideration should be given to areas of high disturbance
such as heavily used trails or other disturbed sites. Noxious weeds are common in all disturbed areas,
and their presence eventually subsides with time as disturbance recovers and is occupied by
surrounding cover vegetation. Scattered populations of noxious weeds including Canadian thistle,
meadow hawkweed, common tansy and spotted knapweed are common along roads and trails. These
invasive species should be treated to maintain the natural cover vegetation in that area. Following are
representative pictures of the most common weeds found on the property.
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Meadow Hawkweed

Canadian Thistle

Common Tansy

Spotted Knapweed

Spokane County is encouraged to monitor and eradicate invasive weeds through manual, mechanical
and cultural treatment. Other invasive weed management options include livestock grazing or biological
controls such as insects that control specific plant species. If noxious weed outbreaks are discovered, it
is important to prevent spread through a multi-year, targeted management program. It should be noted
that there are few options that will achieve complete eradication of these species. However,
containment (managing infestation perimeters) or control (managing entire populations) is effective in
preventing or greatly limiting seed dispersal into adjacent areas. The ultimate goal is to re-establish
healthy plant communities with naturally occurring species. This process begins with shifting the
competitive balance from the infestation to the desired plants through regeneration after the infestation
has been successfully weakened by:



Mechanical controls such as mowing,
Manual controls such as pulling,
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Chemical controls such as herbicide treatments,
Cultural controls such as grazing and encouraging the growth of desired vegetation,
Biological controls such as weed-damaging insects.

WILDFIRE HAZARD REDUCTION AND FIRE RESILIENCE
In order to reduce the risk of a catastrophic wildfire, providing adequate access for emergency
equipment, constructing fuel breaks, pruning, pre-commercial thinning and commercial thinning
overstocked stands can greatly reduce the risk to the forest from the negative impacts of wildland fire.
A more “fire-safe” forest will result from management activities that reduce surface and ladder fuels.
The property is composed of dense patches of tall timber with a mixed understory. Ladder fuels are a
risk in many parts of the property because the understory is composed of grass, young trees and brush
which will enable a surface fire to extend into the canopy. The areas of greatest risk are where the
young trees have full crowns and the branches nearly touch the ground. Dense patches of overstocked
timber with an abundance of dead and dying trees are also at high risk of wildfire. This along with years
of accumulated ground fuels could potentially cause a surface fire to become a crown fire under the
influence of extreme weather conditions. While torching of individual or groups of trees may still occur,
silvicultural treatments such as thinning dense overstocked patches, and creating fuel breaks will create
space between crowns and lessen the crown fire potential and rate of fire spread.
Reducing the amount of fuel build-up, and ladder fuels, and creating fuel breaks should keep most fires
to a low intensity. In areas where fuel has naturally accumulated to an extreme level, slash and woody
debris on the forest floor may be chipped or piled and burned. Burning piles or mastication is the most
cost-effective way to reduce woody material buildup. Removing brush, mowing and pre-commercial
thinning dense patches of sub-merchantable trees would reduce the intensity of a fire if one were to
start or burn through the property.
The amount of time between fire ignition and the arrival of fire suppression equipment and personnel
have an effect on the success level of suppression activities. Access for fire suppression is an issue on
the Liberty Lake Regional Park property. Roads are currently not developed into the property. Idaho
Road and South Zephyr Road provide limited access to the northern end of the Regional Park,
campground and ORV Park. Access for fire suppression equipment is limited on the west side of the
park via Henry Road and South Quinimose Road, however, these roads only approach the property
boundary. Access to the property is very limited to an old unimproved dirt road and a narrow dozer fire
line recently constructed. Access to other areas of the property is not currently developed.

HOME FIREWISE SAFETY AND FIRE ADAPTED COMMUNITIES
The Wildland Urban Interface (WUI) is a mixing zone of man-made structures and nature. A common
topic surrounding the WUI is wildfire. The National Fire Protection Association’s (NFPA), Firewise
Communities Program encourages local solutions for safety by involving homeowners in taking
individual responsibility for preparing their homes from the risk of wildfire. Firewise is a key component
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of Fire Adapted Communities – a collaborative approach that connects all those who play a role in
wildfire education, planning and action with comprehensive resources to help reduce risk. A Firewise
home addresses landscaping, planning, and building construction. Landscaping topics include the
home ignition zone and Firewise plants. Be prepared for a wildfire by developing a disaster plan and
identifying emergency responder access. Building construction areas to address include roof
construction and fire-resistant fences, decks, walls, and windows. A fire adapted community
incorporates people, buildings, businesses, infrastructure, cultural resources and natural areas into the
effort to prepare for the effects of wildland fire. Community leaders and residents accept responsibility
for living in an area with wildfire hazards. They have the knowledge and skills and have adopted tools
and behaviors to prepare in advance for their community’s resilience in a wildfire-prone environment.
To save lives and property, NFPA’s Firewise Communities program teaches people how to adapt to
living with wildfire and encourages neighbors to work together and take action now to prevent losses.
Liberty Lake Regional Park campground, day use area and administrative buildings are located on the
north end of the property. Park administrators have designed the structures to resist wildfire, and the
vegetation immediately adjacent to the facilities is maintained to lower risk of wildfire spread. Strict
awareness and fire restrictions are imposed in the campground during high fire danger conditions.
More information on home safety and fire protection methods can be found at www.firewise.org and
www.fireadapted.org.

RANGE RESOURCES
Rangelands are typically dominated by a variety of grasses and shrubs and provide grazing
opportunities for wildlife as well as livestock. Historically rangelands were grazed by buffalo, deer and
other ungulates. Beginning in the 1800’s livestock such as horses, cattle, and sheep were introduced to
range landscapes leading to the need for more active monitoring and management. Proper
management provides increased grazing opportunities and maintained ecosystem health.
In many cases, similar management practices used in forest lands can be applied on rangelands.
Prescribed fires can be used to reduce fuels as well as cycle nutrients and promote the growth of early
succession species. Grazing can also be used as a tool to reduce invasive species, as commonly seen
with goats. Riparian areas and wetlands within rangeland require specific attention as they may be
susceptible to overgrazing which can lead to damage.
The State of Washington has an open range law. Open Range is a legal description of land that is
open for cattle grazing. Basically, any land in the state that is not designated as a herd district and is
not fenced is considered the open range and thus, livestock can legally be on that land. There are no
designated rangelands on the Liberty Lake Regional Park property, and the property is not fenced. Old
fencing is present along some property lines, and is generally in disrepair, or lying on the ground. A
few meadows and grassy slopes exist on the property that may have been used in the past for grazing
on a limited basis. The county currently does not plan to develop or enhance the range resource.
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Snag Guidelines
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Common Forest Health Agents
Forest health agents common to the area in and around the property include root disease, dwarf
mistletoe, bark beetles, rusts, stem decays and physical damage from weather and animals. All agents
affecting this property are native to the area. Eliminating impacts to individual trees is nearly impossible,
but minimizing their scope and impact throughout a forest area is achievable. For more information, a
brief description and management suggestions of these agents can be found at this Idaho Department
of Lands website: http://www.idl.idaho.gov/forestry/forester-forums/index.html
Following is a detailed description of the more common forest pests found in the area.

COMMON FOREST PESTS
Dwarf Mistletoe
Dwarf mistletoes are small, leafless, parasitic plants that grow on
branches and stems of conifers. They are usually 1 to 5 inches tall
and mostly green, yellow, brown or orange in color. A host tree is
typically infected by only one species of mistletoe. Bunched
growths of branches (witches’ brooms) and swollen branches are
frequency caused by mistletoe making them good indicators for
mistletoe presences. Female plants produce seeds that spread the
disease, but both sexes’ damage trees. Seeds are produced in
small berries. During late summer, the berries burst leading seeds
to travel horizontal distances of 10 to 40 feet. The sticky seeds
attach to branches and infect the trees. Birds can distribute seeds,
but most infection spreads from nearby infected trees. Several
factors influence the time it takes mistletoe to kill a tree. Damage
tends to develop slowly until the tree is heavily infected. Trees are
usually killed within 10 to 15 years once they become heavily
infected throughout the crown.
Example photo of dwarf mistletoe
Control of dwarf mistletoe involves reducing the amount of
mistletoe to a low level. Heavily infected trees are cut or girdled to kill the tree and the parasitic plant.
Lightly infected trees can have branches pruned. All live branches up to the highest infected branch
should be cut off. Infected trees can be retained if they are isolated from healthy trees or surrounded by
resistant tree species within 40 feet. Each dwarf mistletoe species infect only one species of tree but
more than one species of dwarf mistletoe may be present in a stand. If the disease is so advanced that
most trees need to be cut, planting mistletoe resistant trees is a good alternative. For example,
Douglas-fir can be replaced with ponderosa pine.
Mistletoe control is generally a long-term process with activities focused on harvest or thinning
operations to reduce cost. The first step is to select heavily infected trees for removal during current or
future harvests. Second, remove infected young trees during pre-commercial thinning operations. Third,
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prune infected branches off trees that have light infections. Lastly, monitor for mistletoe outbreaks every
three to five years.
Mistletoe levels on the Liberty Lake Regional Park property are very low. Monitoring dwarf mistletoe
populations will be important for the health of the forest. Some ponderosa pine and western larch with
dwarf mistletoe can be left if desired in the overstory; as they are isolated, can provide wildlife habitat
and there are non-susceptible trees in the understory nearby.
Western Gall Rust/White Pine Blister Rust
Western gall rust is a fungus that infects lodgepole and ponderosa pine. White pine blister rust infects
five-needle pines although western white pine is the species most affected in north Idaho and eastern
Washington. The fungi can be identified by looking for galls (round swellings), cankers (deformities), or
blisters on the branches and bole of infected trees. These diseases mainly cause stem malformation,
breakage, reduced growth and sometimes mortality (particularly in younger trees). White pine is
especially susceptible to white pine blister rust and in some cases experienced 90% mortality in historic
pure western white pine stands. In large trees, the fungi may persist for 50 years or more before death.
Western gall rust is windborne and may travel several miles to infect other pines. While white pine
blister rust is unable to spread from pine tree to pine tree and instead must alternate between pine and
Ribes spp. (currants and gooseberries) to complete its life cycle. Due to these high spread potentials,
complete elimination of this disease is unlikely. To combat western gall rust, when performing a precommercial thin, infected tree should be cut. To combat white pine blister rust, manage the amounts of
Ribes spp. shrubs present and use rust-resistant planting stock following a harvest. Also for both
western gall rust and white pine blister rust, pruning the lowest branches and/or isolated infected
branches on the bole of a tree is an effective management tool. A minor amount of ponderosa pine
regeneration on the Liberty Lake Regional Park property has gall rust. Western gall rust is not a forest
health risk at this time but it should be monitored.

Example photo of western gall rust
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Stem Decay
There are several types of stem decays found in northern Rocky Mountain forests. The most damaging
and common stem decays found in the inland northwest are Indian paint fungus and red ring rot. These
diseases can be very harmful, affecting the usable volume in the infected trees. Conks are the fruiting
bodies of fungi found on the bole of trees and provide a conspicuous clue of heartwood or sapwood
decay. The diseases are spread by wind-borne spores. The spores gain entry to the tree through
injuries and knotholes. The occurrence of Indian paint fungus was not observed on the property.
Indian paint fungus is tan and water-soaked at first, becoming yellow to orange and stringy. Stems are
often almost completely hollowed by this decay. Conks, which can reach a foot in diameter, typically
develop under branches or branch stubs. There are woody, hoof-shaped and toothed on the underside.
The upper surface is dark brown or black, the lower surface is grassy and the interior is brick red. Punk
knots also have brick red tissue within.
Red ring rot conks are woody with a dark, ridged upper surface with a tan or cinnamon pore layer on
the underside. They vary from hoof-shaped to appressed on the bark with little or no upper surface.
They are usually 2-4 inches in diameter and the inside is tan or brown. The rot first appears as a red or
brown stain in the heartwood. The stain often forms concentric rings or crescents in cross-sections. In
later stages, white pockets are distinct from the surrounding dark red or brown wood. In late stages, the
decay is stringy and mostly white. Swollen knots may be the only outward sign of infection. These knots
have a spongy texture and are filled with brown mycelium.
Other common fungi that affect the stem of conifers are red belt fungus and pouch fungus. These fungi
decay the stems of dead trees that were killed by other forest pathogens. Stem decay is also common
in western red cedar, especially near the base. The most common cedar rots in North Idaho and
eastern Washington are cedar laminated butt rot and cedar brown pocket rot.
It is extremely important to minimize wound damage when entering a stand to implement silvicultural
treatments. As no chemical or biological method will protect a tree, wound prevention is the only
effective way to keep from reactivating dormant infections. The following actions should minimize
heartwood rot or stem decay:
1. Manage susceptible species on short rotations.
2. Thin trees early to increase growth and maintain stand vigor,
3. When partial cutting, select crop or leave trees with at least 50% live crown ratio, at least 8
inches of current leader growth and the best form and height.
4. Minimize wounding in thinning operations, prescribed burning, slash disposal. Wounds
should be prevented by not logging in spring or early summer when trees are more
susceptible to injury, marking “leave” trees rather than “cut” trees and pre-planning skid
trails.

Root Disease
Root diseases are the most damaging group of tree diseases. Three of the most common root diseases
found in the Inland Northwest include laminated root rot, Armillaria root disease and annosus root and butt
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disease. The following table displays the primary, intermediate and seldom hosts for each species of root
disease.

Root Disease
Laminated

Primary Hosts
DF, GF, MH,

Intermediate Hosts
SA, WH, ES

Seldom Hosts
PP, LP, WP, WL

Armillaria

DF, GF

WL

Annosus

GF, SA

PP, LP, WP, SA, WH,
ES, WRC
ES, DF, LP, PP, WRC

WL

Species key: DF=Douglas-fir, GF=grand fir, MH=mountain hemlock, SA=subalpine fir, WH=western
hemlock, ES=Engelmann spruce, PP=ponderosa pine, LP=lodgepole pine, WP=white pine,
WRC=western red cedar, WL=western larch
Armillaria is the most common root disease in the Pacific Northwest and is highly pathogenic and able
to kill otherwise healthy, vigorous trees. Most commonly, trees are infected by rhizomorphs or by root
contact with a diseased individual. Rhizomorphs grow out through the soil from an established infection
and penetrate directly into the root surface of uninfected trees to spread the disease. When roots from
a healthy tree touch an infected root or stump, a new infection occurs.
Typically, young trees are quickly killed, while older trees may be able to slow the progress of the
fungus to the root collar and thus survive for many years, albeit in a weakened state, leaving the tree
predisposed to wind throw, other diseases and bark beetle attack. Over time, rotted stumps accumulate
in the area and may retain viable inoculum for decades.
Diagnosis and identification of root diseases are based on:
1. Circular groups of dead and dying trees. Root diseases tend to kill a few trees each year.
Look for dying trees at the edge of a group of dead trees towards the center.
2. Thinning tree crowns. Crowns of root diseased trees fade in color, thin from the inside of the
tree crown towards the edge. Diseased trees may produce a cone crop, though much of the
seed is not viable.
3. Young trees are killed more quickly than older ones.
4. Symptoms and signs in roots and root crowns. Trees with advanced root disease may have
basal resin flow, wood discoloration and decay and presence of fungal tissue.
Armillaria root disease and laminated root rot were not observed on the property, however, may be a
concern in isolated pockets of grand fir. Management of this disease is essential for the overall health
of the forest.
The most effective management action to control root disease is to harvest the trees affected by the
disease and replace them with species that are resistant to root diseases such as ponderosa pine and
western larch. Armillaria root disease can remain in the root system for up to 50 years even after the
affected tree is dead. When identifying root rot pockets to be harvested, it is best to expand the area
outside of the perimeter of the visible dead/dying to contain the root disease from spreading.
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Pine Bark Beetles
Four different pine bark beetles affect the pine trees in the Inland Northwest area. The four beetles are
western pine beetle, mountain pine beetle (MPB), red turpentine beetle and pine engraver beetle. The
beetles generally favor trees that are stressed. Trees can become stressed during a drought or by
having too many trees in an area (overstocked). The bark beetle bores through the bark and lays its
eggs in the cambium layer between the bark and the wood; the cambium is full of sugar and nutrients
that feed the larvae.
Trees killed by bark beetles can be recognized as red trees in the stand that appears suddenly. A tree
can turn from green to red within weeks. However, other indicators would have been present for
months. These indicators are things such as pitch tubes, boring dust or frass on the bark. Red trees
themselves are usually not a forest health risk. They are an indicator of what has happened in the stand
and what may happen in the future. The western and mountain pine beetles are considered major tree
killers in Idaho and eastern Washington. Both prefer trees greater than 8 inches in diameter. Trees that
they attack often die.
The red turpentine beetle generally attacks only the bottom six feet of the tree. It usually attacks a tree
that is under stress or has already been attacked by another beetle. The exception is if a timber harvest
has recently occurred the turpentine beetle will attack the stump of the harvested tree and sometimes
trees near those stumps. A tree attacked by only the red turpentine beetle will normally not die unless
attacked several years in a row.
Pine engraver beetles are slash-breeding insects. The beetles primarily attack fresh, green material on
the ground greater than 2 inches in diameter. Examples would be logging slash, tops of trees broken
during wind or ice storms and pre-commercial thinning debris (trees cleared around new homes or
developments is a prime example). Once green material hits the ground, it is a food source for 3-6
months. After the 3-6 months, the sugary layer under the bark turns sour. The pine engraver beetle
generally attacks slash in April or May during its first flight. Another flight will occur 8 weeks later. This
second flight will look for green slash; if it is not available they will look for stressed trees and attack the
top of the tree. If the tree is less than 20 feet tall it will likely die. However, larger trees will most likely
survive although their tops may be attacked. Usually, another beetle species will come in and kill these
weakened trees.
To minimize pine engraver attacks, do not create logging or thinning slash greater than 2 inches in
diameter between January and June. If logging is conducted during these times the following
suggestions should minimize a pine engraver problem;
1. Proper utilization of all material down to two inches in diameter.
2. Pile and burn material greater than two inches within 6 weeks if possible.
3. Chip or remove material greater than two inches in diameter within 6 weeks.
4. Form a green chain of fresh slash; this option provides a continuous supply of food for the
beetle through their entire breeding season, keeping them out of standing trees.
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The best methodology for preventing bark beetle attacks (namely western and mountain pine beetle) is
maintaining proper stand densities throughout the development of a forest – an indirect control method.
In partial cut situations, commercial “pine” stands should generally be thinned to levels between 40 and
70 square feet of basal area per acre. Creating small “patch” or clear cuts (5 to 10 acres in size) across
a landscape or a large timber ownership will mimic natural disturbance events, creating a forest of
multiple age classes. This stratification is very effective in creating non-suitable bark beetle habitat.
Currently, there is no evidence of pine beetle problems on the Liberty Lake Regional Park property. Stocking
density management will help to prevent future pine beetle outbreaks and promote favorable stand
conditions.
Douglas-fir Beetle
Douglas-fir beetle outbreaks are usually initiated by catastrophic events such as blowdown or winter
breakage. Downed or weakened trees are attacked and beetles build up large populations. The next
year, new generations emerge and attack susceptible trees in surrounding stands. Damage to standing
trees is greatest in dense stands containing a high percentage of large, mature Douglas-fir. No
Douglas-fir beetle damage was observed on the property.
Salvage of down or weakened Douglas-fir is a primary tool in preventing Douglas-fir beetle outbreaks.
When attacks have already occurred removing standing green or faded infested trees will help reduce
or prevent further damage in the area. The risk of Douglas-fir beetle damage is reduced when dense
mature stands are commercially thinned.
Fir Engraver Beetle
This beetle can have a significant impact on mature and pole-sized grand fir. Long-term losses may be
greater since attacks not causing tree mortality provide entrance points for decay organisms. True firs
weakened by disease and stand disturbance, such as drought, defoliator outbreaks, and logging
activity, are particularly susceptible to beetle attacks.
A tree under attack displays reddish-brown or white boring dust in bark crevices and is typically located
near the branch collar on the tree. Another indicator is streams of clear pitch flow down the bark from
the point of beetle attack. Trees with more than ten pitch streams on the main bole have a high
probability of mortality.
Individual branches or the entire crown of trees under attack turn yellow-green and eventually red. A
portion of recently attacked trees may show signs of a fading crown in the fall with the remainder fading
the next spring. Removing patches of bark to find the beetle or its distinctive gallery can confirm fir
engraver attacks on dead trees.
The fir engraver beetle attacks host trees from June–September with the most activity occurring from
July-August. Unlike other bark beetles, the fir engraver needs only to kill a strip of cambium near its
gallery to successfully reproduce. Because it doesn’t necessarily kill the tree, fir engraver attacks result
in a variety of tree symptoms: (1) dead branches, (2) top kill and (3) complete tree mortality.
Endemic fir engraver populations maintain themselves by attacking trees weakened by root disease or
killing patches of bark on otherwise healthy trees. Beetle outbreaks often occur in the years following a
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period of subnormal or too much precipitation or logging activity. Logging operations can contribute to
outbreaks due to the shock of opening the stand which can temporarily lower the vigor of residual trees.
Outbreaks of defoliating insects such as the western spruce budworm and Douglas-fir tussock moth
may be followed by fir engraver beetle outbreaks that peak one to three years later. A sustained
drought event can result in entire fir stands being killed by the fir engraver beetle rather than a few
individual trees.
Fir engraver attacks that do not produce tree mortality cause scars clearly visible on the outer bark.
Various defects such as stain, ring-shake, and decay are associated with old attack scars. These
defects can reduce the value of the trees.
Beetle populations can be reduced by removing recently killed trees, those still holding yellow or red
needles, from the stand before the beetle flight in June. If fir engraver attacks are associated with a root
disease pocket, the best strategy is to follow root disease management guidelines. Remove injured or
decadent true fir that might provide breeding material for the fir engraver beetle. Poor crown condition
and crown ratios have been associated with susceptibility to engraver beetle attack in the grand fir. The
fir engraver beetle can breed in fresh slash with a diameter >4 inches. Avoid creating large pieces of
true fir slash from January-July. Overstocked fir stands should be thinned to reduce competition and
increase tree vigor.
Insect Defoliators
Primarily, two native insects, the western spruce budworm, and Douglas-fir tussock moth cause
widespread defoliation of Douglas-fir and grand fir timber types in Idaho and eastern Washington. The
western spruce budworm also affects Engelmann spruce. Young larvae feed on new foliage as it grows
in the spring while later in the season older needles are fed upon. Branch kill, top kill and mortality can
result after several years of attack.
These native forest defoliators are major components of the forest ecosystem in which they are found.
They add to the biological diversity of the system, serve as food for other animals and function in the
release and recycling of nutrients. Outbreaks of the insects are cyclic and can cause mortality when
other tree stressing factors, such as drought, occur in conjunction with defoliation. In general, dense,
uneven-aged, mature stands of Douglas-fir and/or grand fir are at high risk to future outbreaks.
Particularly vulnerable are those stands growing on warm, dry sites.
Heavy outbreaks are typically treated by aerial spraying with chemical pesticides. Other more long-term
stand management practices that reduce the impact of defoliators include favoring non-hosts such as
pine species and western larch. Timber harvesting and thinning can also reduce the risk and increase
resistance by altering the composition and structure of susceptible forest stands. No significant
outbreaks of insect defoliation were observed on the property.
Physical Damage
The physical damage found on the Liberty Lake Regional Park property is primarily due to animal
damage and physical damage. Animal damage includes rodents killing seedlings, ungulates creating
rubs/scrapes and ungulate browsing on small trees. Deer browsing can create a high mortality rate
among plant communities and should be considered when reforestation or afforestation occurs.
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Physical damage includes abrasion from past logging which creates scars or cankers on the bole of
trees that are healed over by bark and sap. Some abrasions are entry points for a disease that will
eventually kill the tree or create a weak spot allowing breakage or entry by insects.
Other physical damage includes weather events. Isolated strong gusts of the wind and more prolonged
windstorms can cause broken tops and windthrow. Shallow-rooted species and trees along exposed
ridgelines are particularly vulnerable to damage from the wind. Snow damage can occur when
temperatures stay low enough that snow cannot melt and slough from the tree crowns. The trees
become brittle from cold temperatures and the weight of a significant snowfall can fracture the main
stem of the tree. The number of trees damaged by these weather events in an area can be significantly
higher where the overstory is sparse or widely spaced.
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Forestry Related Web Sites
Listed below are several websites that may be informative and of interest regarding your
natural resources and their management.
Information about Foresters
Association of Consulting Foresters of America
www.acf-foresters.org
Society of American Foresters
www.safnet.org
University Extension Sites
University of Idaho Extension, Forestry
www.uidaho.edu/extension/forestry
Montana State University, Extension Forestry
www.msuextension.org/forestry/
Washington State University, Extension Forestry
extension.wsu.edu/forestry/Pages.aspx
Purdue Forestry and Natural Resources Extension
https://ag.purdue.edu/fnr/Extension/Pages/default.aspx
Government Sites
Natural Resources Conservation Service, USDA NRCS
www.nrcs.usda.gov/wps/portal/nrcs/main/national/landuse/forestry/
American Tree Farm System
www.treefarmsystem.org
Dictionary of Forestry Terms
Society of American Foresters
www.dictionaryof forestry.org
Firewise and Fire Adapted Communities
http://www.fireadapted.org/
http://www.firewise.org/
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Washington’s Noxious Weeds
Common Name

Scientific Name

Brazilian Elodea

Egeria densa

Common/European Frogbit

Hydrcharis morsus-ranae

Fanwort

Cobomba caroliniana

Feathered Mosquito Fern

Azolla pinnata

Giant Hogweed

Heracleum mantegazzianum

Giant Salvinia

Salvinia molesta

Hydrilla

Hydrilla verticillata

Policeman's Helmet

Impatiens glandulifera

Squarrose Knapweed

Centaurea triumfetti

Syrian Beancaper

Zygophyllum fabago

Tall Hawkweed

Hieracium piloselloides

Variable-Leaf-Milfoil

Myriophyllum heterophyllum

Water Chestnut

Trapa natans

Water Hyacinth

Eichhornia crassipes

Yellow Devil Hawkweed

Hieracium glomeratum

Yellow Floating Heart

Nymphoides pelata

Black Henbane

Hyoscyamus niger

Bohemian Knotweed

Polygonum bohemicum

Buffalobur

Solanum rostratum

Common Crupina

Crupina vulgaris

Common Reed (Phragmites)

Phragmites australis

Dyer's Woad

Isatis Tinctoria

Eurasian Watermilfoil

Myriophyllum spicatum

Giant Knotweed

Polygonum sachalinense

Japanese Knotweed

Polygonum cuspidatum

Johnsongrass

Sorghum halepense

Matgrass

Nardus stricta

Meadow Knapweed

Centaurea debeauxii

Mediterranean Sage

Salvia aethiopis

Musk Thistle

Carduus nutans

Orange Hawkweed

Hieracium aurantiacum

Parrotfeather Milfoil

Myriophyllum aquaticum

Perennial Sowthistle

Sonchus arvensis

Russian Knapweed

Acroptilon repens

Scotch Broom

Cytisus scoparius

Small Bugloss

Anchusa arvensis

Vipers Bugloss

Echium vulgare

Yellow Hawkweed

Hieracium caespitosum
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Common Name

Scientific Name

Canada Thistle

Cirsium arvense

Curlyleaf Pondweed

Potamogeton crispus

Dalmatian Toadflax

Linaria dalmatica ssp. dalmatica

Diffuse Knapweed

Centaurea diffusa

Field Bindweed

Convolvulus arvensis

Flowering Rush

Butomus umbelltus

Hoary Alyssum

Berteroa incana

Houndstongue

Cynoglossum officinale

Jointed Goatgrass

Aegilpos cylindrica

Leafy Spurge

Euphorbia esula

Milium

Milium vernale

Oxeye Daisy

Leucanthemum vulgare

Perennial Pepperweed

Lepidium latifolium

Plumeless Thistle

Carduus acanthoides

Poison Hemlock

Conium maculatum

Puncturevine

Tribulus terrestris

Purple Loosestrife

Lythrum salicaria

Rush Skeletonweed

Chondrilla juncea

Saltcedar

Tamarix sp.

Scotch Thistle

Onopordum acanthium

Spotted Knapweed

Centaurea stoebe

Tansy Ragwort

Senecio jacobaea

White Bryony

Bryonia alba

Whitetop

Cardaria draba

Yellow Flag Iris

Iris psudocorus

Yellow Starthistle

Centaurea solstitialis

Yellow Toadflax

Linaria vulgaris
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